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Here we go again: Future of BB Camp 
on Town Island once more put into jeopardy

By BERNIE BELLAN

I
t was just five years ago that we announced the sale of 30
acres of Town Island in Lake of the Woods, which was
owned by the City of Kenora, to BB Camp, which had

leased a portion of the island since 1954.

In our July 9, 2014 issue we wrote: “Council for the City of
Kenora announced today they will consider the sale of 30 acres
of Town Island to the B’nai Brith Camp (BB Camp) that has
existed on this portion of the island for 60 years. 

“The sale of this land gives BB Camp the assurance that it
will continue as a viable asset to Kenora and Lake of the Woods
for children and events for years to come. A restrictive covenant
has also been included as part of the offer of sale of the lands to
guarantee that there will be no change to the intended use of the
property resulting from the sale.”

As we also explained in that article, the purchase of the Town
Island campsite – and a good portion of adjoining land as well, only came
after an agonizing period of time in which it was not at all clear in which
direction the City of Kenora was headed.

BB Camp had been looking for long-term stabili   ty for quite some time.
Ever since the camp took over the lease for a portion of Town Island in
1952 from what had previously been a Navy Cadet Camp, BB Camp had
not been able to negotiate an actual purchase of the land. Instead, the camp
had signed a series of short terms leases, beginning with one for 10 years,
which expired in 1962, then a 15-year lease, which expired in 2007.

But, as Aaron London, who was the Chair of B’nai Brith Camp’s

Community Board back in
2014 (and is now Chair of a
group known as “Friends of
Town Island”) told us back in
2014, “As our last 15 year
lease was set to expire in
around 2007-08 the City of
Kenora announced plans to
subdivide Town Island for cot-
tage development. This

Lighting Chanukah candles at the Shalom Residences
Chanukah party Wednesday, Dec. 18 (l-r): Wilf, Michael, Roz,
Barb, & Shalom Residences Executive Director Nancy Hughes

Chanukah celebrations in full force in Winnipeg - with a mix of xmas thrown in!
(More pictures from Chanukah celebrations on pages 10, 13, & 15)

Continued on next page.

The Winnipeg Jewish Chorus - under the direction of Justin Odwak at
the Shaarey Zedek Chanukah party, Sunday, Dec. 15

(More pictures from the SZ party on page 15)

Aerial view of Town Island showing
area owned by BB Camp. The rest of
the island is owned by the City of
Kenora.

Map of Lake of the Woods area show-
ing distance from Kenora to Town
Island (approx. 7 kms.). Kenora does
not own any other islands outside of
its territorial boundary. BB Camp
had offered to buy all of Town Island
in 1954, but was turned down by the
residents of Kenora in a city-wide
vote. In 2014 again, BB Camp offered
to buy all of Town Island, but again
the City of Kenora turned down the
offer. Instead, BB Camp paid $1.1
million for 30 acres of the island.

Two of our community’s most dynamic members entertained different
audiences with similar programs: The Jewish origins of popular
Christmas songs. At left, Rabbi Leibl in “Oy to the World” at the Rady
JCC on Tuesday, Dec. 10; at right, Debbie Maslowsky in “Have a Jolly
Jewish Christmas” at the Gwen Secter Centre, Friday, Dec. 20

Rabbi Yitzchok Charytan explains the significance of Chanukah at St.
Boniface Hospital on Tuesday, Dec. 17; inset, St. Boniface Hospital
President & CEO Martine Bouchard was an interested spectator.
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would have
been a disas-

ter for the Camp. While that decision was eventually
averted by a number of factors, as the City contem-
plated its next move, we were only able to negotiate
a two year lease. As a non-profit, it is very difficult to
go to your constituents for funding when there is an
existential threat hanging over your head.” 

Subsequently, however, BB Camp was able to
obtain a further 15-year lease in 2012 and, as London
told us in 2014, “negotiations for the acquisition
started shortly thereafter.”

Eventually, those negotiations proved successful,
and BB Camp acquired the 30 acres of Town Island
for the sum of $1.1 million.

But, I, myself, was premature in thinking that BB
Camp’s problems were now over. At the end of my article I wrote the fol-
lowing: “The conclusion, therefore, is that both the City of Kenora and BB
Camp found it to be in their mutual interest to negotiate a sale of the land
upon which BB Camp finds itself; that there is now double the amount of
land available for BB Camp to expand the camp in the future; and that cot-
tage development will not take place on Town Island.”

Oh, oh – that last part was certainly a mistake, as recent events have now
borne out.

Back in September, the City of Kenora proceeded with an “expressions
of interest” process for suitable buyers to buy that portion of Town Island
that still belongs to the City of Kenora (some 156 acres altogether). That
process is to be completed this coming January.

But first, a little history. I was curious to know how the heck the City of
Kenora had come to own Town Island in the first place – since Town Island
is not actually all that close to Kenora and lies outside its municipal bound-
ary. In researching this article I was given some invaluable help by Braden
Murray, who is an educator at the Lake of the Woods Museum. 

Murray was able to provide me with information as to how Town Island
came to be owned by the City of Kenora, also how the “ratepayers” of what
was then the Town of Kenora had turned down an offer by B’nai Brith
Camp in 1954 to purchase the entire island for the sum of $15,000.

According to Murray, the municipality of what was then “Rat Portage”
acquired Town Island in 1895. The land was acquired from the Province of
Ontario for $69.70. The only evidence for the acquisition of Town Island
or, as it is referred to in the land title showing ownership by the “munici-
pality of Rat Portage” as “Island D”, is a handwritten land title in the
Kenora Land Titles Office (which was researched by someone named Gus
Leach of Winnipeg in 2008.)

(By the way, the name “Rat Portage” has nothing to do with rats, it turns
out. According to Wikipedia, “The name Rat Portage had its origin in the
Ojibwa name Waszush Onigum, which roughly translated, means portage
to the country of the muskrats. A shortened and somewhat corrupted ver-
sion, Rat Portage, was adopted by the Hudson’s Bay Company in naming
their post, then located on Old Fort Island on the Winnipeg River.”)

Not much was done with the island for the next few years after its acqui-
sition by Rat Portage, although Braden Murray told me that, in 1905, crews
were sent to clear part of the land.

Murray also told me that, following World War I, the townsfolk of Rat
Portage were interested in establishing a golf course on Town Island. (A
golf course? On an island seven kilometres from Rat Portage?)

When I asked Murray whether he had a clue as to why anyone would
want to build a golf course on a remote island – he didn’t have an answer.
I suppose that if the intention was to develop the island for cottages, it
might have made some sense, but no further development took place there,
although the island was surveyed in 1927.

In 1946, however, the “Navy League of Canada” established a camp on
Town Island for navy cadets (at what is now the site for BB Camp) known
as Camp Ruttan. That camp lasted only five years, however, as it was sup-
planted by a different camp at Quadra on Vancouver Island.

According to Aaron London though, Camp Ruttan had signed a 15-year
lease with the Town of Kenora but, under the terms of the lease, if the camp
were to remain vacant for three years it would revert back to the Town of
Kenora. That’s when the B’nai Brith Lodge of Winnipeg stepped in. 

B’nai Brith took over Camp Ruttan’s lease in 1952 – and BB Camp
moved to a new campsite from its previous location in Sandy Hook. And,
as has been noted, BB Camp offered to purchase the entire island in 1954,
but that offer was rejected.

In clippings sent to me by Braden Murray, he included several letters to
the editor of the Kenora Miner from 1954 in which residents of Kenora
expressed their reluctance to sell the island. Some writers thought the price

was too low while others saw Town Island as a great
“recreation spot” that would be ideal for “citizens of the
Town looking for fishing, recreation and picnic grounds”.

In 2014, however, when BB Camp expressed an interest
in buying all of Town Island – not just the portion on
which the camp was located, the City of Kenora turned
down the offer. 

The reason, according to Aaron London, is that Kenora
was interested in swapping the remaining portion of Town
Island with the Province of Ontario, in return for which
Kenora would have received a parcel of Ontario Crown
land either in Kenora itself or adjacent to Kenora.

According to a CBC story, “The City of Kenora had tried
unsuccessfully to arrange a land swap with the province of
Ontario for several years,” said Adam Smith, Kenora’s
Manager of Development Services.

The CBC story goes on to say that “The swap would have seen the island
put into a trust in exchange for Crown land closer to the city.

“ ‘We just realized we weren’t making any significant progress, so we
decided to go in a different direction,’ Smith said.”

In a 2014 story on a website know as “Kenora Online”, however, it was
noted that a spokesperson for the City Council of Kenora said “they (the
city council) are committed to preserving Town Island in its current natur-
al state and protecting the fishery and natural habitats on and around the
island.”

The same article explained that the City of Kenora was hoping to swap
Town Island as part of a program known as “Lands for Life” which was a
“program began in 1997 and is a provincial run program that protects des-
ignated areas.”

In a September 2019 press release issued by the City of Kenora, howev-
er, Adam Smith explained that the Province of Ontario was not interested
in pursuing any sort of a land swap with the City of Kenora. The release
stated:

“Over the past 10 years, the City has investigated the potential transfer of
Town Island in exchange for Crown land of equal value within or adjacent
to the City boundaries. The intent was to seek properties for residential and
recreational land development within the City. In exchange, the Province
would add the Town Island property into its Lands for Life Program, also
referred to as the Lake of the Woods Conservation Reserve.

“More recently, the Province has now advised that the former Lands for
Life Program is no longer active and they no longer have any interest in
acquiring the Town Island property. The Province has advised that the City
may purchase surplus properties from the Province as they become avail-
able. In order to do so the City needs to have the available financial
resources such as the Town Island property to potentially purchase these
types of property for development.”

We’ve attempted to contact the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,
which has jurisdiction over Crown lands in Lake of the Woods, to ask them
whether they might reconsider their decision not to swap Crown land in or
near Kenora for Town Island, but did not hear back from anyone.

As the CBC noted in its story about the potential sale of Town Island to
private developers, Friends of Town Island started an online petition on
Sunday, December 8 “to try to convince the City of Kenora to halt its
efforts to find a buyer for the island and come up with solutions that will
keep the land public.”.

On Friday, December 13, the Jewish Federation lent its voice to the
movement seeking to halt the sale of Town Island, when it sent out an email
saying “We are asking you as Winnipeg’s Jewish community to join the
chorus of voices speaking out against the development of Town Island by
signing this petition, and by telling the City of Kenora that you would like
to keep Town Island free from future development.”

We asked Aaron London what he thought would result from selling off
the rest of Town Island to private developers?

London explained that both BB Camp and Camp Stephens use 10 differ-
ent sites on the portion of Town Island not occupied by BB Camp for var-
ious purposes, including overnight stays for campers. Those sites could
well be removed from access by the camps if the land were to be sold to
private developers.

As well, London said, private development would likely lead to “more
boats, docks, and jet skis, along with water quality concerns and sewage
concerns.”

At this point, London reiterated, the hope is that a “public solution” can
be found that would satisfy both the City of Kenora and the camps that use
Town Island but, London added, “we’re prepared to look at all solutions,
including hybrid solutions.”

AARON LONDON
spokesperson for the

“Friends of Town Island”

Continued from previous page.
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Short takes

The possible sale of the portion of Town
Island that is not owned by BB Camp has
raised a great deal of concern among indi-

viduals who have a connection to that camp.
In writing my story about what’s been going on

with the City of Kenora moving ahead with the
possible sale of  that portion of Town Island that
is not already owned by BB Camp, I kept in
touch with Aaron London, who has been serving

as the very able spokesperson for what is known as the “Friends of Town
Island”.

I wanted to assure Aaron that I was not interested in writing anything that
might prejudice his group’s chances of working out an amicable agreement
with the City of Kenora that might satisfy all concerned parties.  As some-
one who has been a party to back room negotiations in the past, I am well
aware of the sensitivity that often surrounds situations of this type.

Yet, I can’t help but note that, as recently as 2014, an article on a website
known as “Kenora Online” quoted a spokesperson for the City of Kenora
as having said “they (the city council) are committed to preserving Town
Island in its current natural state and protecting the fishery and natural
habitats on and around the island.”

Certainly, the City of Kenora is entitled to do what it might regard as pur-
suing a course of action that it would consider as being in the best interests
of the residents of Kenora. And, its attempts to persuade the Province of
Ontario into entering into some sort of arrangement that would safeguard
the natural beauty of Town Island is a testament to the City of Kenora’s sin-
cere interest in preserving Town Island as it has always been – untouched
by private development.

One can hardly find fault with the City of Kenora which, like almost
every municipality in Canada, finds itself in a difficult situation financial-
ly. Further, Kenora finds itself plagued by problems related to the poverty
of many of its residents that place added pressure upon the City Council
there to find new sources of revenue. In this case, the potential sale of the
rest of Town Island could probably go far to mitigate some of those finan-
cial pressures. 

But, what of the Ontario government? Why has it refused to enter into
any sort of an arrangement that would satisfy both the City Council of
Kenora and the two overnight camps that make use of good portions of
Town Island that are now conceivably about to go into private hands? And
here, I’m speaking not only of BB Camp, but also Camp Stephens as well,
since that camp also makes use of many parts of Town Island.

It seems that, based on various proposals that have been floated by the
City of Kenora,  the Province of Ontario could have readily solved the issue
of what to do with that part of Town Island that is not owned by BB Camp
quite some time ago had there been the least inclination to do so.

No doubt, what happens in a part of Northern Ontario that is far removed
from Queen’s Park in
Toronto has much to do
with the Ontario gov-
ernment’s apparent
unwillingness to pro-
vide a solution to this
dilemma. 

At the same time
though, the City of
Kenora has set next
month as the deadline
for completing the
process of receiving
“expressions of inter-
est” for Town Island.
That doesn’t seem to
allow much time for
alternative solutions to
be found that won’t
involve selling off the
rest of Town Island for
private development.

Yet, in situations such
as this, there is always
the potential for com-
promise. Let us hope
that nothing that would
negatively impact the
future abilities of
campers from both BB
Camp and Camp
Stephens to enjoy the
full benefits of leaving

Town Island undeveloped will happen without some very careful consider-
ation by the City of Kenora – and, one might also add, the Government of
Ontario.

What’s been happening with Town Island reminds me so much of what
went on with the Gwen Secter Centre for years, when the National Council
of Jewish Women (which owned the building in which Gwen Secter was
located) said that it was going to sell the building - unless someone some-
how came up with $900,000 to purchase the building. 

After many attempts to find a compromise solution - including proposing
that the Gwen Secter Centre move to the Rosh Pina Housing Co-op, an
angel stepped forward (who asked that their name remain anonymous -
which I agreed to do) and provided the $900,000. 

Switching gears completely – with the close proximity of Chanukah this
year to Christmas, there’s been more than the usual mixing of the holidays
within various programs that have been held within the Jewish community
here. Not only is gift giving a major component of both holidays – this year
I happened to attend two programs that had almost identical themes: the
contributions made by Jewish composers to some of the most famous
Christmas songs. (And by this, we’re not referring to Christmas carols.)

Starting with Rabbi Leibl’s thoroughly entertaining program at the Rady
JCC, which was appropriately titled “Oy to the World” – and which was
largely repeated by Debbie Maslowsky in her own program at the Gwen
Secter Centre, titled  “Have a Jolly Jewish Christmas”, the Jewish contri-
bution to modern notions of Christmas is quite remarkable.

Still, after listening to Rabbi Leibl describe how so many Jewish song-
writers set out to write “hit” Christmas songs that have become ensconced
in our understanding of what Christmas is all about, you can’t help but
wonder where Christmas would be without the Jewish contribution to it?
Add to that the Hollywood touch that has been given to Christmas by many
other Jews involved in either films or television and you begin to realize
the degree to which Jewish influence has permeated our notions of what
Christmas is all about.

At the same time, I couldn’t help but note the irony in seeing a large
Chanukah menorah (or, as it should be more aptly referred to: a
“Chanukiah”) outside St. Boniface Hospital. Granted, the mingling of
Jewish and Christian symbols (in this case, Roman Catholic ones) is kind
of nice – and it’s certainly a sign of mutual acceptance, but it must seem a
little confusing to passersby who might wonder what a Chanukah menorah
is doing in front of a hospital that was established by the Grey Nuns and is
still described as a “Catholic” hospital?

As the lines between Christians and Jews continue to blur when it comes
to celebrating Christmas and Chanukah, I always think of the famous
“Seinfeld” episode where George Costanza complained about not having a
holiday for those who didn’t celebrate either holiday, so he came up with
“Festivus – for the rest of us!”. 

Of course, I’m as guilty as anyone of playing up Chanukah to rival
Christmas when we publish our annual Chanukah issue. This year though,
you may have noted, there were no stories about the Maccabees and their
triumph over Antiochus or the miracle of the oil lasting eight days. If you
were to take a look back to old issues of The Jewish Post, however, going
back to the 1920s and 30s, there were incredibly long stories devoted to
those topics. (It was probably because the holiday issues back then would
often be over 100 pages – especially at Rosh Hashanah, and no doubt who-
ever was editing those papers needed very lengthy filler material.)

By the way, in addition to going to Rabbi Leibl’s and Debbie
Maslowsky’s programs, I also went to the Shaarey Zedek Chanukah carni-
val and the Shalom Residences Chanukah party.  As I write this, I’m also
planning on attending a Chanukah concert at the Shaftesbury Retirement
Residence and the Chabad Lubavitch Chanukah celebrations – as well as
our own family’s Chanukah party and finally a Chanukah party for the
Jewish LGBTQ community (to be hosted at our home). 

It’s not that I love latkes and sufganiot. (I actually get tired of them pret-
ty quickly.) It’s just that there are so many different ways that our commu-
nity approaches celebrating Chanukah; just like anything else in our com-
munity, it reflects its diversity at the same time as it reflects its commonal-
ity.

By

BERNIE BELLAN

Corrections:
In our story about warming blankets made by the Etz Chayim Women’s

League we incorrectly reported that 28 members of the league donated 25
blankets. In fact, 28 members donated 28 blankets. 

In the same story we ran a picture of Oscar Cantin, but incorrectly iden-
tified him as Oscar Cantor who, we should have known, is deceased.

We apologize for the errors and regret any embarrassment we may have
caused.
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By MYRON LOVE

N
ow, there are some readers who may be reluctant to acknowledge
this but, by his most recent actions, Donald Trump is continuing to
show in word and deed that he is the best friend that Israel and the

Jewish people have ever had in the White House.
It may be that his unrivaled and unconditional support for the only real

democracy in the Middle East is one of the reasons that he is on the receiv-
ing end of continuous opprobrium. Similarly, it would seem – ironically to
be sure – that very support may be a factor in so many American Jews
seeming to be turning against Israel

So, ignoring his rhetoric and tweets, let’s see what he has done. First of
all, unlike most politicians, he keeps his promises. Where Israel is con-
cerned, he kept his promise to move the American embassy to Jerusalem.
This was a move that was approved by Congress something like 20 years
ago, but was never carried out. And, up until Trump, a majority of
American Jews supported the move. When Trump did it, many of those
supporters suddenly opposed the move. Despite dire warnings that the
embassy relocating to Jerusalem would set the region aflame, nothing hap-
pened.

Trump has also recognized Israel’s annexation of the Golan Heights –
another recognition of reality – and, most recently, about a month ago, the
Trump administration stated that it does not consider Israeli “settlements”
in Judea and Samaria (a.k.a. the West Bank) to be in violation of interna-
tional law. 

Naturally, the usual suspects are warning darkly that the change in
American policy “will doom the “peace process”. In the first place, there is
no “peace process”, as the leaders of the Palestinians make it clear time
after time that they are not interested in discussing peace.

The funny thing is, a freeze on “settlement” construction only became a
precondition for negotiations when Trump’s predecessor, Barack Obama,
made it a precondition. Before Obama, there were negotiations between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority in 1993, 1997, 2000 and 2001 and the
Palestinians never demanded a “settlement “freeze as a pre-condition for
negotiations.

In addition to his support for Israel, Donald Trump has been the first
American president to put pressure on the Palestinians to put an end to
encouraging terrorism against Israel by cutting American funding to the
Palestinians and closing the Palestinian “embassy” in Washington.

Trump has also had Israel’s back at the United Nations – unlike his pre-
decessor who, as one of his final “gifts” to Israel – abstained in the face of
a United Nations resolution condemning those same “settlements”.

On the home front, Trump –as all readers undoubtedly are aware – has an
Orthodox Jewish daughter and son-in-law with whom he is close. He was
most recently the first president ever to have a sukkah erected in the White
House.

After the attack on the Chabad House in Poway, California, Trump not
only condemned the action, he also brought the rabbi to the White House.
And, after the Pittsburgh shooting, he went to Pittsburgh to offer his con-
dolences to the community.

Once again, compare Trump with his predecessor. In the aftermath of the
terrorist attack on the Hypercacher kosher supermarket in Paris in January,
2015, Barack Obama’s response was something to the effect that “some
folks were shot in a deli”. He was seemingly unable to utter the term
“Jews”. 

(In fairness, after the terrorist church bombings in Sri Lanka last spring,
Obama described the victims as “Easter worshippers”. Seems he wasn’t
able to say “Christian” either.)

Trump’s most recent action in support of the American Jewish communi-
ty came in early December when he signed an executive order extending
protections to Jewish students against anti-Semitic hate on college cam-
puses due to vicious incitement and discriminatory actions promoted by the
BDS movement. As readers no doubt know from recent incidents at York
University, the University of Toronto and McGill, anti-Semitism – in the
guise of anti-Zionism – has become a major problem for Jewish students
on campuses throughout North America.

The Executive Order directs federal agencies to apply the anti-discrimi-
nation provisions of Title VI to protect Jews the same way they protect
racial minorities from discrimination. Under Title VI, the Department of
Education can withhold funding from any college or educational program
that discriminates “on the ground of race, color, or national origin.”
Religion was not included among the protected categories, so Mr. Trump’s
order will declare that Judaism may be considered a national origin.

Now – because of Trump – unhinged leftists, led by the New York Times,
have been streaming blue murder. Trump is being compared to Adolph
Hitler no less and some crazies are asking when Jews will be required to
start wearing yellow stars. 

But as Jonathan Tobin, editor-in-chief of the Jewish News Syndicate,
noted, “the notion that Trump was trying to redefine Judaism is just non-

sense. Trump’s order was in line with past rulings by the George W. Bush
Department of Education and Barack Obama Justice Department (in an
opinion written by then Assistant Attorney General and current Democratic
National Committee chair Tom Perez) about extending Title VI protections.
The original language of the act did not extend protection against discrim-
ination to members of religious groups when based on shared ancestry or
religion. That means that when groups of people are discriminated against
on the “perception of shared race, ethnicity or national origin”–as is the
case with Jews as well as Muslims and Sikhs–the law offered them no help.
Both the Bush and Obama administrations agreed that was wrong.

“There is nothing new in Trump’s order,” he continued. “The difference
is that, although the Obama administration was on record agreeing in prin-
ciple to extending Title VI protections to Jews, it chose not to act, leaving
Jewish students vulnerable. Trump’s Department of Education has reversed
that policy, calling for investigations into anti-Semitic activity at Rutgers
University, the University of North Carolina and Duke University. Trump’s
measure merely makes that shift official.”

Tobin points out that left-wing groups like J Street and the anti-Zionist
IfNotNow oppose the change. “The latter is apparently worried that the
thuggish behavior of their anti-Semitic allies in the ranks of Students for
Justice in Palestine and on college faculties will now actually be held
accountable for their actions,” Tobin observed.

“The knee-jerk reaction of so many left-wingers to this move says more
about them than the president. Trump’s order, as well as his administra-
tion’s exemplary policies about anti-Semitism and support for Israel, does-
n’t obligate anyone to vote for him. But if you are so crazed by hatred that
you reject or denounce actions that clearly help young Jews, then you are
the one with the problem, not him.”
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Mistakes in article about Judaic Studies Program
We received the following letter from Moshe Nahir, who was formerly

a professor in the Judaic Studies program at the University of Manitoba:

Hi Mr. Bellan,
Further to our phone conversation early last week, I am writing to draw

your attention to a statement in your November 27, 2019 article in the
Jewish Post and News about the Judaic Studies Department at the
University of Manitoba. As I indicated in our conversation, this statement
is completely untrue as well as insulting. I would also like to advise you
below of several other inaccuracies in your discussion of the history of
the Department. 

In your article you state that “Unlike (Rabbi Neal) Rose”, (who had
been head of the three-man department) [Dr.] Moshe “Nahir (who took
over the role from Rose, who was squeezed out of his role by [Dr.] Nahir
and Rabbi Moshe Stern because Rose had yet to finish his doctorate), did
not have a high profile in the community… 

I should let you know that faculty members at the University of
Manitoba, as in any other university, cannot and do not “squeeze” other
faculty members out of their rolls! (sic.) What took place in the case of
Professor Rose was that his tenure as Head of the Department ended and,
following universal practice, the Dean appointed a Headship Committee.
This committee, consisting of several faculty members from various
departments in the Faculty of Arts and chaired by the Dean, failed, for its
own reasons, to renew Professor Rose’s appointment as head. As I stated
above, then, your statement about Professor Rose’s having been
“squeezed” out of his role is totally false and slanderous both vis-a-vis
myself and the late Dr. Moshe Stern. I therefore request that you publish
a clearly visible correction in the coming issue of the paper.

Other inaccuracies include a statement that “at one time [it] actually
boasted three full-time faculty members…” Actually the Department had
three faculty members throughout the four decades of its existence
(1950-1989). Further, contrary to the statement in the article, following
the suspension of the Department in 1989, Hebrew language courses con-
tinued to be offered for many years as part of the Jewish Studies Program,
by myself, albeit on a much smaller scale, as I had moved to Linguistics.
Clearly, then, Jewish Studies was not “dropped as a program,” as your
article states, but as a department. It continued as a program for years
after. Also, contrary to a statement in the article, MA and PHD degrees
were never offered in the Department of Judaic Studies.

I will be looking forward to your clearly visible corrections as above.
Best wishes,
Moshe Nahir

Bernie Bellan replies:
We wish to apologize to Prof. Nahir for any inaccuracies that may have

been contained in that Nov. 27 article and that may have reflected upon
his reputation.

LETTER

Trump administration taking lead in combating anti-Semitism on campus
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Retiring Temple Shalom administrator most proud of putting 
Reform congregation “on the map”

I
n her eight years as
Temple Shalom’s
administrator, Ruthie

Maman – who is retiring at
the end of the year – says
that the highlight of her
tenure at Winnipeg’s
Reform congregation was
bringing the synagogue into
the Jewish mainstream in

Winnipeg. mainstream in Winnipeg.
“When I came to Temple Shalom,” she recalls, “I

knew very little about the congregation or Reform
Judaism. Everyone I talked to outside of the congre-
gation put us down. As the administrator, I intended
to make sure that Temple Shalom was accepted as an
integral part of the Jewish community. I made sure
that our events and programs became widely known
within the larger Jewish community.”

She says that the turning point came when Temple
Shalom was included in community-wide programs
with the other synagogues – in particular the by-now
annual joint Shavuot study and seudah

“We went to the first Shavuot event at the Shaarey
Zedek in 2014,” she recalls. “The next year, the pro-
gram was hosted by the Adas Yeshurun Herzlia. I felt
that if the Herzlia could host the event, so could Temple Shalom. In 2016,
we made sure that it was our turn. It went very well. We had 120 people
participating from all the synagogues. We made sure that all the food was
kosher so that Herzlia members would be comfortable participating. We
also arranged for a separate service downstairs with a mehitza for the
Herzlia members.

“We will be hosting again next Shavuot.”
For Ruthie Maman, Temple Shalom was the most recent on a long and

winding career path that took her at a young age to Israel and, later in life,
back to Winnipeg. The daughter of the late George and Molly Soudack was
introduced to the Jewish homeland at the age of 15 when she went on a
North America-wide United Synagogue Youth-sponsored visit to Israel.
(She was a member of the former Rosh Pina Synagogue’s USY chapter.) At
the age of 17, she made aliyah – her older sister, Pneena Sageev – had made
aliyah earlier – as part of a Nahal group. 

“I was part of the Nahal group,” she says. “Nahal was my IDF service on
the Syrian border north of Lake Kinneret. Our settlement was called
Korazim.

(Nahal brings together groups of young people to start new agricultural
communities near Israel’s borders – creating “facts on the ground” in the

words of Israel’s founding father and first Prime
Minister David Ben Gurion – who aimed to create
Jewish communities in all parts of the land of Israel.)

“I served my time in the IDF,” she says. “I got mar-
ried. We lived first in an agricultural community near
the Syrian border. We later moved to Ramat Yishai in
the Jezreel Valley.”

After her four children had reached school age,
Ruthie Maman went back to school herself. She
enrolled in a teacher’s college in her area which was
affiliated with Haifa University. She taught for several
years at the school in Ramat Yishai. “I taught ESL,
drama, civics and even sex education,” she recalls. 

In 1996, after 36 years in Israel, she returned to
Winnipeg. It was a low point in her life. Newly single,
she was having difficulty making ends meet in Israel.

“I had kept in touch with friends in Winnipeg over
the years,” she says. “They told me about an opening
for a Hebrew teacher at Ramah School.

“My kids were all out of the army by then,” she adds.
“They understood my situation.”

(One of her daughters, Shirit Pais, and her family,
now also live in Winnipeg, while her other daughter
lives in Toronto.)

Maman subsequently taught he middle grades at
Gray Academy until 2011.

“On my return to Winnipeg, I found the community to be warm and
accepting,” she observes.

Maman was introduced to Temple Shalom in 2005 by her sister teacher,
Sherry Wolfe Elazar. “I hadn’t been affiliated with a synagogue for many
years,” she recalls. “Sherri invited me to Temple Shalom for her daughter’s
bat mitzvah. Then, she invited me to the Temple for the High Holidays. I
was very impressed.”

She subsequently became a member and, as she always had a love of
singing, she soon joined the choir. She also became a Torah reader and a
teacher of conversational Hebrew.

“When I learned that the congregation was looking for an administrator -
having just retired from teaching, I applied,” Maman says. “It was a perfect
fit for me.”

She feels confident about Temple Shalom’s future – and is especially
enthusiastic about newly-appointed Rabbi Allan Finkel.

As to her own immediate future, she intends to remain actively involved
in the life of the congregation – going back to teaching conversational
Hebrew and the proper way to chant the Torah and singing in the choir.

“I may start going to the Gwen Secter, too,” she says.

AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE

RUTHIE MAMAN:
“When I came to Temple Shalom, I
knew very little about the congrega-
tion or Reform Judaism. Everyone I
talked to outside of the congregation
put us down. As the administrator, I
intended to make sure that Temple
Shalom was accepted as an integral
part of the Jewish community.”

By SAM SOKOL
(JTA Dec. 20, 2019) — Democratic presidential contender Joe Biden

accused President Donald Trump on Thursday of fanning the flames of anti-
Semitism.

Biden made his remarks in a post on Medium a week after two gunmen
stormed a kosher grocery in Jersey City, New Jersey, killing three civilians.
They had killed a policeman earlier at a nearby cemetery.

The former vice president decried the “tide of hatred” that he said had fueled
anti-Semitic mass shootings in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California, and
condemned the president for failing to take the lead in rooting out extremism
and racism.

Citing Trump’s widely criticized response to 2017’s Unite The Right rally in
Charlottesville, Virginia — the president said there were “very fine people” on
both sides of the clashes there — Biden wrote that by declining to condemn “a
naked display of hatred, Trump assigned a moral equivalence between those
streaming through the night with torches, chanting anti-Semitic bile — and the
courageous neighbors and activists who stood against them.”

Such rhetoric, he said, gave “license and safe harbor to white supremacists,
Neo-Nazis, and the KKK.”

“There’s a short line from those white supremacists in Charlottesville chanti-
ng ‘Jews will not replace us,’ to the shooter at the Tree of Life synagogue in
Pittsburgh last year, saying Jews ‘were committing genocide to his people,'”
Biden said.

Trump defenders note that Trump did condemn neo-Nazis, the Ku Klux Klan
and white supremacists, and say that his comment about “fine people” at the
events in Charlottesville was not a reference to the racists in attendance, but
people who believe Confederate symbols pay tribute to Southern history and
culture in general. Critics counter that the gathering was organized and domi-
nated by white supremacists.

Some critics of Trump have condemned his anti-immigrant rhetoric for inspir-
ing the Pittsburgh gunman, Robert Bowers, who vilified the Jewish refugee aid
group HIAS in an online post just before the attack, and Biden appeared to
agree with the sentiment, saying that there was “a short line from those white

supremacists … to the shooter at the Tree of Life synagogue.”
While Bowers’ echoed some of the president’s rhetoric on immigration, he

also criticized Trump.
Biden stated that “Trump has presided over a historic increase in hate crimes

and biased-incidents targeting people of color, immigrants, LGBTQ Americans,
and people of Jewish faith,” adding that at the end of Trump’s first year in
office, “anti-Semitic incidents increased nearly 60%, the largest one-year
increase since the Anti-Defamation League started keeping records 40 years
ago.”

The one-year surge in 2017 referenced by Biden was driven in part by the
hundreds of prank bomb threats to Jewish community centers and schools by a
20-year-old dual American-Israeli citizen living in Israel. According to ADL,
anti-Semitic incidents have dramatically spiked over the past five years, with
the increase starting in 2014, during the Obama administration, and continuing
throughout the Trump administration.

He also condemned the president for cutting funding for anti-extremism pro-
grams intended to counter the far-right.

“Hate didn’t begin with Donald Trump, and it won’t end with him. But this is
a defining moment in our nation’s history,” Biden said, asserting that Americans
are now “in a battle for the soul of this nation.”

Trump has been a polarizing president for Jewish Americans, earning praise
in some corners for actions on Israel, including moving the U.S. Embassy to
Jerusalem and backing Israel’s sovereignty over the Golan Heights. Most
recently, he generated intense debate between his supporters and detractors
within the American Jewish community when he issued an executive order on
anti-Semitism that he said would help combat hatred on college campuses. The
order did receive praise from some lawmakers and Jewish organizations that
have been critical of the president.

At the same time, his brash commentary directed at Jews in various speeches
and interviews — stylistically carried over from his days as a real estate mogul
and reality TV star — has led some to assert that he traffics in anti-Semitic
tropes.

Joe Biden accuses Trump of fanning the flames of anti-Semitism
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New book by former Winnipegger suggests introducing new  
“rituals” into divorce as a way of easing the pain

“Moving Forward - An
Ancient Divorce Ritual for the
Modern World”
By Dr. Marilyn Beloff
Available on Amazon Books
Reviewed by 
RAYMOND HALL

Introduction: Dr. Marilyn
Beloff, PhD is a collaborative
divorce coach, child specialist,
divorce mediator, and marital
and family therapist. A native
of Winnipeg, she presently
lives and works in Vancouver,
BC.

Guilt. Shame. Fear. Self-
doubt. Self-pity. Denial. Anger.
Confusion. Frustration.
Aloneness. These are but a few
of the emotions that invariably
accompany marital breakdown
and divorce, an event that is
now experienced by almost one
in two adults at least once in
our lives. These emotions
abound regardless of whether that breakdown occurs with the suddenness
of a shattering glass, as in the exposure of infidelity, or more slowly from
a gradual fading away of romance and mutual commitment, or simply from
any number of growing irreconcilable differences.

In contrast to almost all other
major life events–childbirth, bris,
baptism, birthdays, graduation, mar-
riage, and even death–in which we
engage in rituals of either celebra-
tion or mourning and in which we
mutually express an effusive sharing
of human compassion, marital
breakdown is almost invariably
devoid of ritual, despite being one of
life’s most traumatizing events. At the very moment where a susceptible
adult most needs friendship, understanding, compassion and support, he or
she is left instead with emptiness, or worse, ostracism. The divorce decree
arrives in the mail. 

In this groundbreaking seminal work, Dr. Beloff, using her extensive
practice and experience in Depth Psychology, challenges this gaping
hole–the predominant absence of ritual and social convention accompany-
ing marital breakdown. It doesn’t have to be this way, she asserts. There is
an effective alternative. 

She shows that it is possible for one to find inner peace and needed clo-
sure in order to be able to let go, to move forward as a whole person, with-
out being burdened with the emotional baggage of separation and divorce,
by fully engaging in an effective ritualistic process. Using the rubric of the
Jewish ‘Get,’ the compulsory ritual required prior to re-marriage in the
Jewish faith, as a launching point, she posits a better process.

As she demonstrates first by discussing her own painful marital break-
down and then by weaving seven individual ‘tapestries’ (testimonials) into
a comprehensive thesis, an effective ritualistic process that addresses the
need for closure can also provide an enrichening existential experience. 

That experience can evolve both in a spiritual sense and in an integral
sense by reconfirming one’s personal dignity and inherent self-worth. An
effective ritual, therefore, can not only provide closure but can act as a cat-
alyst to future personal growth. Most importantly, this process need not be
limited to orthodox religious practices–rather, it carries with it broad social
psychological implications applicable to secular and traditional religious
practices as well as to conventional therapy.

The ‘tapestries’ described in Moving Forward document a wide gamut of
conflict and general dissatisfaction with the traditional Jewish ‘Get’. As
both she and her subjects explain, the Get procedure varies widely by level
of orthodoxy, by geography and by local practice. It has both a ‘shadow’
side and a ‘healing’ side. In its more orthodox form it is criticized as being
overly structured, one-sided, impersonal and blatantly sexist. 

That criticism appears to be well-founded. Words in the required recita-
tion of the ancient Hebrew ritual that say, “I chase you from my house…”
obviously do little to provide emotional or intellectual comfort to a woman
facing the aloneness of an uncertain future.

In my view, however, the strength of this book lies in the lessons provid-
ed from those describing the healing elements of such a ritual, as well as

from Dr. Beloff’s reflections on the
suggestions made by those who
passed through the process–espe-
cially the suggestions made with
respect to actually creating a ritual
that provides a more egalitarian
and fulsome experience that
enables not only sanctified closure,
but also emotional closure that
encompasses forgiveness, indepen-
dence and a rebuilding of dignity
and strength, for both spouses.

In my own law practice, I know
of very few clients or lawyers
involved in family law matters who
would describe themselves as
being happy with the ultimate reso-
lutions generally provided through
the legal system, especially in mat-
ters of child custody and access. I
have come to assume that in cases

involving separation and divorce, there are no winning clients–everyone
loses. And losing engenders buckets of long-lasting negative emotions.

Although alternative dispute resolution processes such as mediation and
arbitration can provide effective alternatives to expensive, protracted court
proceedings, they are still adversarial in nature. Consequently, they often
do little to minimize the significant adverse emotions engendered in both
parties to a marital breakdown–emotions that invariably are carried for-

ward long after the legal process
has ended. 

Those adverse emotions obvi-
ously impose constraints on one’s
success in moving forward. As a
result, any process that facilitates
emotional closure and personal
reconciliation could be of
immense assistance, especially if
that process is spiritually based, if

for no other reason than that it is undertaken willingly by both parties with
the objective of attaining personal emotional and spiritual peace.

What do these ‘tapestries’ instruct? What lessons can be learned?
First, on marital breakdown, legal processes alone are wholly insufficient

to provide critical emotional closure to those who, regardless of whether
they realize it or not, could use help. There often is a fundamental need for
emotional support and encouragement for both parties to the breakdown,
regardless of the cause of the breakdown. 

Second, traditional spiritual services, where they exist, can be helpful but
their effectiveness in providing healing is often short-circuited by the appli-
cation of unquestioned rote protocol, impersonal attention by strangers to
the participants, and dicta suffused with gender inequality.

Third, there is no “one process fits all” solution to what individuals truly
need to begin the healing process. But therein lies the key. The most strik-
ing examples of successful transformation cited in these ‘tapestries’
occurred in individuals who took an active and creative role in designing
and executing their own ritual of liberation: choosing trusted witnesses,
and, for example, having those witnesses symbolically tie and untie knots.
But above all, carefully drafting one’s own recitations to either supplement
or to supplant the existing ritual processes.

Direct personal involvement in constructing and executing an appropri-
ate ritual dialogue bridges many of the inadequacies in effecting a health-
ful transformation. The more that the individual embraces the kavannah,
the intention or sincere commitment of the heart to letting go, the easier and
more effective the resulting transformation. The more that the individual
involves close personal friends in the ritual, the greater the comfort mov-
ing forward.

Moving Forward, an appropriately-titled contribution to social psycholo-
gy, is essentially about helping separated individuals successfully achieve
a critical, deep personal life-changing transformation that will assist them
to pursue a future that is largely unencumbered by remorse, antipathy and
illusions of fantasy at a critical stage in their lives. 

Dr. Beloff has opened a vital door to that healing. But as always, it will
be up to individuals to actually walk through that door, in their own way.

Raymond Hall was called to the Bar by the Law Society of Manitoba in
1988 and is now a practising member of the Law Society of B.C.

Dr. MARILYN BELOFF

In contrast to almost all other major life events–child-
birth, bris, baptism, birthdays, graduation, marriage,
and even death–in which we engage in rituals of either
celebration or mourning and in which we mutually
express an effusive sharing of human compassion, mar-
ital breakdown is almost invariably devoid of ritual,
despite being one of life’s most traumatizing events.
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Rabbi Matthew Leibl entertains Rady JCC audience with “Oy to the World!”
By BERNIE BELLAN

Rabbi Matthew Leibl is not your typical rabbi in many respects – but he
sure can command a room.

With all his considerable talents – as a clever and always witty speaker,
as a terrific keyboardist and pleasant singer, and with a range of interests
that run the gamut from Jewish scholarship to sports, Rabbi Leibl can both
entertain – and educate, often simultaneously.

It came as no surprise, therefore, that on Tuesday, December 10, the adult
lounge of the Asper Campus was packed – entirely with older adults mind
you, who were there to hear Rabbi Leibl give a presentation that was titled
“Oy to the World: The Jewish Contribution to Christmas”. (The name of
the event itself was a pretty good clue that this was not going to be your
typical “drash”.)

It turns out that Rabbi Leibl did do his research for what was to follow.
He unveiled a seamless narrative, mixing well-known Christmas songs
with stories about their composers, combining everything into an explana-
tion how so many Jews have influenced our modern attitudes to Christmas.

Of course, nothing that Rabbi Leibl does is predictable, so when he greet-
ed the audience with the first few lines of “It’s beginning to look a lot like
Christmas”, I would dare say that most of us there were expecting him to
reveal that well-known song was written by a Jews.

Aha – gotcha! It was written by Meredith Wilson – most famous
undoubtedly for having written “The Music Man” – or, as Rabbi Leibl
declared to the audience: “not a Jew”.

The tone was set, therefore, for what would turn out to be an evening of
surprises, in which Rabbi Leibl would sing a well-known Christmas song,
and then follow the song with what was almost always an unexpected story,
either about how the song was written, or about how it came to be univer-
sally popular (often when the composer himself thought it would be a flop).

But first, Rabbi Leibl told another funny story about how, as a child, he
misinterpreted the name of a well-known Christmas carol: “Hark, the
Herald Angels Sing”. To his mind, Rabbi Leibl said, he thought it was a
song about his “Zaida Harold” (the late Harold Pollock) – “Hark, the
‘Harold” Angels Sing”. 

At that point, Rabbi Leibl launched into playing – and singing, words to
a song that just didn’t seem familiar. Here’s what he sang:
The sun is shining, the grass is green
The orange and palm trees sway
There’s never been such a day
In Beverly Hills, L.A
But it’s December the twenty-fourth
And I am longing to be up North

Can you guess that those are the words
in the introduction to “I’m Dreaming of a
White Christmas”? As Rabbi Leibl
explained it, however, we never actually
hear the introduction to the song on any
of its many recordings – and the image
that introduction evokes is hardly one of
a “white Christmas”. In fact, time and
time again, as we were to learn, songs
that have come to conjure up images of
snow-lined streets, fireplaces blazing,
and other such stereotypical Christmas
images, were actually composed in Los
Angeles – often during heat waves when various composers were all trying
to cool themselves off by imagining cold winter scenes!

In any event, “White Christmas” was composed by Irving Berlin – born
Israel Isidore Beilin in 1888 in Russia. A prodigy at an early age, Berlin’s
first big hit was “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”. Berlin is considered one of
the greatest American songwriters of all time. With so many hits to his
name, it’s hard to realize they were all written by the same person. For
instance, Berlin also wrote “God Bless America” (in 1938), which was a
way for him to show his appreciation for the country that had taken in his
family.

“White Christmas”, as Rabbi Leibl told the audience, was originally writ-
ten in 1940 for the movie, “Holiday Inn” - which wasn’t released until
1942. (The introduction was scrapped when it was sung in the movie.) 

The song, however, which was sung by Bing Crosby in the movie, was
first played on the radio on Christmas day, 1941. It became an immediate
sensation – and the Bing Crosby version went on to sell over 50 million
copies, making it the best-selling Christmas single of all time. (Altogether,
various different recordings of the song have sold over 100 million copies.)

Not only is “White Christmas” a song that tugged at the heartstrings at a
time when America had just been plunged into what would become the sec-
ond most costly war (in terms of lives lost) after the American Civil War,
as Rabbi Leibl explained, it also set two other precedents: It was the first
commercial success for a Christmas song and it was the first-ever secular
Christmas song.

The song also set the pattern for future composers to follow, in terms of
its beat which, as Rabbi Leibl noted, was “A,A,B,A”. “The time repeats,

but the words change,” Rabbi Leibl explained.
Having begun with what is undoubtedly the

most successful Christmas song of all time,
Rabbi Leibl then took a step back in time to play
another song that wasn’t really a Christmas song
in the sense that it doesn’t mention the name
“Christmas” at all, but nonetheless has come to
be associated with the Christmas season:
“Walking in a Winter Wonderland”, music by
Felix Bernard, and written in 1934.

“The words to the song are terrible,” Rabbi
Leibl suggested. He gave as an example these
lines: 

“He’ll say ‘are you married?’, we’ll say ‘no,
man’‘

“But you can do the job when you’re in town’ “

Moving back to the 1940s again –
which turned out to be a most productive
decade when it came to composing great
Christmas songs, Rabbi Leibl sang “I’ll
be home for Christmas”, released in
1943, music by Walter Kent (a.k.a.
Walter Kaufman). The song was also first
recorded by Bing Crosby.

As with “White Christmas”, this song
captured the mood of America, with its
famous final line “I’ll be home, if only in
my dreams.” At the time, while America
was fully at war with Japan in the Pacific,
hundreds of thousands of American sol-
diers were also in England preparing for
what would turn out to be D-day the next year.

As it was, there was also quite a bit of controversy attached to “I’ll be
home for Christmas”, as another composer, by the name of “Buck Ram”
(whose name I can’t help but think would be great for a male porn star),
claimed he had met Walter Kent and lyricist Kim Gannon at a bar, where
he had given them a copy of the song. His name was eventually added to
the record label as a co-writer and he received royalties.

The next song on Rabbi Leibl’s list was
“Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire”
(or as it is actually titled, “The Christmas
Song”), music by Mel Tormé (whose
name was really Tormé!). As I noted at
the beginning of this article, this was one
of those songs written in L.A. during a
torrid summer heat wave.

Rabbi Leibl quoted Mel Tormé as hav-
ing said this about his song: “It was not
one of my favourites, but it was my annu-
ity!” The song is also noteworthy for
being the first song ever to drop the name
“Santa Claus” into it. (Boy, you have to
wonder what Christmas would be like if
so many Jews hadn’t fashioned its mod-
ern-day image.)

Keeping with the theme of heat
waves, the next song was also
written in the same 1945 heat
wave that engulfed Los Angeles:
“Let it Snow”, lyrics by Sammy
Cahn, music by Jule Styne.

Here are some comments made
by Rabbi Leibl about the song:
They (the composers) were trying
to think cool thoughts…there’s
no mention of Christmas…the
song appears at the end of “Die
Hard” – one of the two greatest
Christmas movies ever made (the other being “Home Alone”). You can
kind of get a sense of the era in which Rabbi Leibl grew up by his loving
references to the 1980s.

As with every other song he played during the evening, the next one was
accompanied by a very amusing anecdote. 

The song was “City Sidewalks, Silver Bells”, and it was written in 1951
by Jay Livingston (born Jay Levison) (music) and Ray Evans (lyrics) –
both Jewish. The duo also went on to write “Que Sera Sera” – which is
probably the first song I myself ever remember from a movie.

“Silver Bells” was originally called “Tinkle Bells”, Rabbi Leibl
explained, but when Jay Livingston went
home to his wife and told her that he and

Irving Berlin – 
born Israel Isidore Beilin

Felix Bernard

Walter Kent 
(a.k.a. Walter Kaufman)

Mel Tormé 

Continued on next page.

Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne



Evans had composed a song called
“Tinkle Bells”, her reaction was: “Are
you crazy? Do you know what ‘tinkle’
means?” (Actually, a reference to
Wikipedia expands upon Rabbi Leibl’s
story. Apparently, Jay Livingston didn’t
know what his wife was talking about:
“Of course, Jay and Ray had never
heard it used in that way. ‘Tinkle’ (for
‘pee’) is a woman’s term. As Jay said in
the act that they used to do, ‘When I was
a boy, I said “Pee-pee”. Come to think
of it, I STILL say “Pee-pee’”, only more
frequently’.”

In any event, the song title was
changed to “Silver Bells” – and although
it was first sung by William Frawley (who went on to play Fred Mertz in
“I Love Lucy”), it was made famous when it was recorded by Bing Crosby
in 1950.

Forward to 1962 – and the Cuban Missile Crisis. (Where’s this going,
you’re probably wondering?) Rabbi Leibl told a story about someone
named Gloria Shayne who, when she was growing up, happened to live
next door to a family by the name of Kennedy (as Gerry Posner might
say:“as in John Fitzgerald Kennedy’ ”).

Gloria Shayne and her then-husband, Noël Regney, wrote the song as a
plea for peace. Something else that set this song apart from every other
song Rabbi Leibl sang that evening, as he noted, was that it was the only
one that mentioned the name “Christ”.

Many of you reading this might remember the “Andy Williams Show”,
which was popular in the 1960s. But, did you know that the song “It’s the
Most Wonderful Time of the Year” was written for that show? It was writ-
ten in 1963 by Sydney Pola (born Sidney Edward Pollacsek) and George
Wyle (born Bernard Weissman, also famous for composing the theme song
to “Gilligan’s Island”, a very important show for Rabbi Leibl’s parents’
generation). By the way, although I was taking copious notes during Rabbi
Leibl’s presentation, I have had to resort to Googling a good portion of the
information you’re reading here. I can’t imagine how much work Rabbi
Leibl put into putting together his song list. He really should do his show
again; I’m sure it would attract an even bigger audience next year.

Next, we were told we’re going to hear songs by “the greatest Christmas
composer of all time!” But, what about all the songs we just heard? Who
could top some of those songwriters?

It turned out that it was Johnny Marks. Here’s an excerpt from Wikipedia:
John David Marks (November 10, 1909 – September 3, 1985) was an
American songwriter. Although he was Jewish, he specialized in Christmas
songs and wrote many holiday standards, including “Rudolph, the Red-
Nosed Reindeer” (a hit for Gene Autry and others), “Rockin’ Around the
Christmas Tree” (a hit for Brenda Lee), “A Holly Jolly Christmas” (record-

ed by the Quinto Sisters and later by Burl
Ives)” and even more.

While Rabbi Leibl told one story after
another about each of the above songs, he
really outdid himself when he told the
story how “Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer” came into being. The story
goes that Marx’s sister was married to a
guy by the name of Robert Ray.

Ray was working as a low-level copy-
writer for the Montgomery Ward depart-
ment store in Chicago. Although Rabbi
Leibl described what happened in great
detail, it’s such a beautiful story that I
thought I’d quote extensively from the
Wikipedia article describing how the
song came into being:

Sometime in the 1930s, May moved to Chicago and took a job as a low-
paid in-house advertising copywriter for Montgomery Ward. In early 1939,
May’s boss at Montgomery Ward asked him to write a “cheery” Christmas
book for shoppers and suggested that an animal be the star of the book.
Montgomery Ward had been buying and giving away coloring books for
Christmas every year and it was decided that creating their own book
would save money and be a nice good-will gesture.

May’s wife, Evelyn, had contracted cancer in 1937 and was quite ill as he
started on the book in early 1939. May “drew on memories of his own
painfully shy childhood when creating his Rudolph stories.” He decided on
making a reindeer the central character of the book because his then four-
year-old daughter, Barbara, loved the deer in the Chicago zoo. He ran vers-
es and chapters of the Rudolph poem by Barbara to make sure they enter-
tained children. The final version of the poem was first read to Barbara and
his wife’s parents…

In 1948, May’s brother-in-law, Johnny Marks, wrote (words and music)
an adaptation of Rudolph. Though the song was turned down by such pop-
ular vocalists as Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore, it was recorded by the
singing cowboy Gene Autry. “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” was
released in 1949 and became a phenomenal success, selling more records
than any other Christmas song, with the exception of “White Christmas”.

And with that, the entire audience joined in the singing of “Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer.” All that was needed to cap off the evening was for
everyone to adjourn to The Shanghai (which, alas, is no longer) – and
which, Rabbi Leibl recalled, was where his family always used to go for
Christmas.

Next on the list of off-beat stories for this paper: A scholarly dissertation
on David Steinberg’s famous line that almost got him thrown off the
Smothers Brothers Show for good: “Let’s put the ‘Ch’ back into Chanukah
– and the ‘Christ’ back into Christmas.”

Note: We have a collage of Rabbi Leibl playing on a keyboard and
singing Christmas songs in the video section of our website: jewishpo-
standnews.ca. 
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Johnny Marks

Jay Livingston (born Jay
Levison) and Ray Evans

by Jews around the world for millennium. 
Following in this tradition of hesed (acts of loving kindness), Winnipeg

Friends of Israel (WFI) has been reaching out to  local  communities—
non-Jewish as well as Jewish—and providing food baskets for the disad-
vantaged and marginalized in our city, but with a Zionist twist. 

As an Israel advocacy organization, WFI launched The Double
Mitzvah Project to help those in need while simultaneously supporting
Israel’s economy and thereby peacefully fighting the
Boycott,  Divestment, and  Sanctions (BDS) movement, an inherently
antisemitic campaign that targets only Israel for censure—not only eco-
nomically but culturally and academically as well—with a view to erod-
ing world support and ultimately eliminating the Jewish state.  

The Double Mitzvah Project was established four years ago and has
gained the support of many members in our community who have been
encouraged by WFI to buy Israeli goods whenever and wherever possi-
ble as way to protest the BDS movement. 

In the past, the donations of Israeli products  made through WFI’s
Double Mitzvah Project  have  been delivered to  the Indian Metis
Friendship Centre of Winnipeg, the House of Peace, the Indigenous
Women’s Healing Centre, the Calvary Temple, and to Jewish Child and
Family Service. 

The beneficiaries  always  receive a clear message that the food was
donated by those who love and support Israel.

This year, the food will be
donated to Willow Place, a family
violence agency supporting trans-

formation, healing, and healthy relationships. The organization operates
an emergency shelter for women and their children who are leaving fam-
ily violence situations.

For photos and more information  on Winnipeg Friends of Israel’s
Double Mitzvah Project, please check WFI’s Facebook page.

Winnipeg Friends of Israel “double mitzvah” project
By YOLANDA PAPINI-POLLOCK

The custom of giving during special holidays is as old as the Jewish
people themselves.  Donating  to the less fortunate during festive
times is a  time-honoured  mitzvah  that has been  practised

Sister Sacouman from House
of Peace - also  a past recipient
of gift baskets from WFI

Miriam Glogowski (left) and
Yolanda Papini-Pollock deliver-
ing gift bags to Willow Place
earlier this month. The bags
were made up entirely of Israeli
food products.



Simkin Centre Chanukah 
celebration Dec. 22

Simkin Centre holds first concert under new program launched
by Zita & Mark Bernstein Family Foundation

Wednesday, December 11
marked the first in what
will be an ongoing series of
concerts at the Simkin
Centre. The featured per-
former that day was Elinor
Frey on the cello.

The concert was spon-
sored by the Zita & Mark
Bernstein Family
Foundation.

The concert was dedicat-
ed in memory of would
have been the late Mark
Bernstein’s birthday.

Staff, board members,
and residents all attended
the event.
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The audience at the Simkin Centre listening to
cellist Elinor Frey on Wednesday, Dec. 11

Elinor Frey  with Aviva
Tabac, Fundraising &
Administrative Officer at the
Simkin CentreElinor Frey performing

STEWART ELSTON
Alternate Broker 
Powell Property Group
Winnipeg REALTORS® 2016 President

204-781-9999
stewart.m.elston@gmail.com
www.stewartelston.com

Winnipeg REALTORS MLS® 
Silver and Bronze Award Winner 

Volunteer Keira Kull with 
Simkin Centre resident 

Bernice Walder

Volunteers Shannon (left) &
Laura Block (resplendent in
their Chanukah sweaters)

Visiting the Simkin
Centre on Dec. 22 

were Lori Binder & 
Bob Freedman

Chabad Chanukah 
celebration Dec. 22

Musical entertainment was pro-
vided by brothers Bryan (left) &
David Borzykowski

Some of the more than 200 indi-
viduals who attended the
Chabad Chanukah celebration

MC Kinzey Posen Rabbi Avrohom Altein Jewish Federation
President Joel Lazer

Chanukah arts & crafts

River Heights-
Fort Garry 

City Councillor
John Orlikow

Member of
Parliament for

Charleswood-St.
Jame-Assiniboia-

Headingley  
Marty Morantz

A huge crowd packed
the atrium for the reg-
ular Sunday afternoon
entertainment - fol-
lowed by the lighting
of the Chanukah
menorah

Anita Neville
(representing Jim Carr)
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This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School
Endowment Trust at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching
Fellow, University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
Sara Abrevaya Stein’s book “Family Papers: A Sephardic

Journey Through The Twentieth Century” tells the story of the A-
Levi family from its early patriarch Saadi in Ottoman Salonika to
its last decedents in post-Holocaust Brazil, France, Israel, and
Canada. The story of this Ladino speaking family of printers and
journalists is the fascinating story of the rise and fall of the Sefardi
diaspora in modern times. A story often overlooked, is now told in
an engaging, lively, and detailed way. Worth reading. 

Upcoming Shows - 
The Jewish Radio Hour

Tune in to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 - 2:30 PM on
Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM dial or online at ckjs.com

On December 29th, Regine Frankel’s guest is Rabbi Leibl. He
will be talking about the role Jewish songwriters played in shaping
christmas music. On the Yiddish segment, Rochelle Zucker cele-
brates Hanukkah.

Rochelle hosts the full hour on January 5th. She features a fasci-
nating CD, “The Devil’s Brides” by Yale Strom’s Hot Pstromi and
then showcases The Metropolitan Klezmer and their sister group
The Isle of Klezbos.

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast website:.
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

More anti-Israel stalwarts blame Zionists and
Jews for Jeremy Corbyn’s defeat in Britain

By CNAAN LIPHSHIZ
(JTA) – More anti-Israel stalwarts

across Europe are coming forward to
blame the Jewish state and Zionism
for the defeat of Britain’s Labour
Party in last week’s elections.

Chris Williamson, a former Labour
lawmaker and ally of party leader
Jeremy Corbyn, added his voice to the
choir in a video he posted Tuesday on
Twitter.

“A hostile foreign government has
mobilized its assets in the UK – which
Israeli diplomats call their ‘power
multiplier’ – in an attempt to prevent a
Corbyn-led Labour government” from
being elected in Thursday’s vote,”
said Williamson, who left the party
earlier this year after saying it had
been too apologetic about its anti-
Semitism problem.

To “normalize Zionism” in Labour, the assets had been “using
faith organizations, many of them charities, to promote the anti-
Semitism narrative,” he added.

Jenny Tonge, an independent lawmaker who said in 2017 that
anti-Semitism was rising because Jews were not criticizing Israel
enough, wrote on Facebook that the British chief rabbi, Ephraim
Mirvis, who accused Corbyn of mainstreaming anti-Semitism in
Labour, “must be dancing in the street. The pro-Israel lobby won
our General Election by lying about Jeremy Corbyn.”

The Jewish News of London on Monday reported that 88 law-
makers penned a letter calling on the House of Lords to kick out
Tonge, whom the Liberal Democrats suspended in 2016 over
alleged anti-Semitic rhetoric, causing her to quit the party.

In Ireland, Kitty Holland, a journalist for the Irish Times who
declared in 2017 that she does not “interact with Zionists,” apolo-
gized on Monday for writing shortly after the elections: “It’s a great
result for Zionism. Monsters are roaring their delight.”

The tweet, she wrote, which she deleted shortly after posting,
“resulted in a great deal of upset. I apologise sincerely for the hurt
caused.”

On Friday, Jean-Luc Melenchon, a far-left politician from France
who is often described as Corbyn’s counterpart there, blamed in a
Facebook post “networks of influence from Likud,” the Israeli rul-
ing party, for the Labour defeat.

Labour received 202 seats out of 650 in Parliament in Thursday’s
elections, a 60-seat drop from its 2017 showing and its worst result
since 1935. The Conservative Party under Prime Minister Boris
Johnson received 365 seats, an increase of 48 seats.

Former Labour law-
maker Chris
Williamson, seen in
2018, lashed out at the
"hostile foreign govern-
ment" of Israel for its
attempt to prevent a
Corbyn-led govern-
ment in Britain. 

(Jack Taylor/Getty Images)



Rady AGM finishes in record time of 37 minutes
By BERNIE BELLAN

There’s a lesson to be learned
from  how the board and staff
of the Rady JCC handled their
Annual General Meeting on
Monday, December 16: It was
over in record time!

Why was that? The answer is:
No long speeches! After all,
like almost any Jewish event,
the main point of the evening
was to get to the food - not to
hear how great a year an orga-
nization just had. (Does any
organization ever say they’ve
had a really crappy year?)

But - the Rady JCC did actu-
ally enjoy a very successful
year. Here are just some of the
highlights of the past fiscal year
(ending Aug. 31, 2019), as were
briefly mentioned by Rady JCC
President Lindsay Sawyer Fay
during her own short report:

• The Rady JCC has 4,750
members

• Over 1 million visitors came
through the doors of the Rady
JCC last year

• 9,000 visitors came to
Shalom Square during
Folklorama

• The International Jewish
Film Festival was the largest
one ever held in Winnipeg, with
over 4500 individuals having
watched films

• Summer Day Camps pro-
vided programs for over 700
kids

• The Ken Kronson Rady JCC
Sports Dinner attracted over 1300
attendees, with guest speaker Alex
Rodriguez and special honouree
Marjorie Blankstein

• The Rady JCC finished the year
with a surplus of $89,368 (up over
$70,000 from the previous year).
Total revenues amounted to
$7,856,515.

After the business part of the
meeting was concluded, recipients
of this year’s Ken Kronson Kehila
Awards were called up, each to
receive an award from Rady JCC
Executive Director Rob Berkowits.
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Dr. Vid & Gisela Persaud

Barb Hyman - Cultural Arts

Blair Worb - Sports Dinner

Bluma Levine-Seniors

Presenting the award to Dr. Persaud was Morley Slonim, brother of
the late Sid Slonim. To Morley’s right was Ross Slonim, Sid’s son. To
Dr. Persaud’s left was Rob Berkowits.

Jannah Rittberg - 
Early Learning

Nolan Watson-Inclusion Lena Steinberg-Youth

Patrick Elazar- Folklorama

Ken Kronson Kehila Award recipients - for service to the Rady JCC
(all awards presented by Rady JCC Executive Director Rob Berkowits)

This year’s recipient
of the Sid Slonim
Award was Dr. Vid
Persaud. The award is
named in memory of
Sid Slonim, a long time
member of the Rady
JCC. The award is
given annually to the
member who, like Sid,
distinguished himself
as someone who has
worked tirelessly for
the betterment of the
members.

Dr. Vid Persaud  - this year’s Sid Slonim Award recipient

Also announced at the AGM was that Blair Worb will be stepping down
as Chair of the Ken Kronson Rady JCC Sports Dinner, after having
taken over that role from the late Ken Kronson. Blair will be succeeded
by Al Greenberg as Chair.



Shalom Residences held their party for their residents (there are
now 33 individuals living in Shalom Residences) on Wednesday,
Dec. 18, at 1010 Sinclair, which is an independent living facility. In
addition to residents of Shalom Residences, there were also resi-
dents of other independent living facilities in attendance.

Jim Carr open house
December 19

B’nai Brith’s  
“De-Light-Ful Wishes for Chanukah”

Submitted by ADRIANA GLIKMAN of B’nai Brith
B’nai Brith volunteers and donors worked to make Chanukah very spe-

cial for some 60 recipients of gift bags this year.
The Chanukah program, called “De-Light-Ful Wishes for Chanukah”

is done in conjunction with Jewish Child & Family Service.
Chabad Lubavitch of Winnipeg contributed  menorahs, candles and

latkes. The challahs and latkes were made by Alla Golinkin of Grandma
Alla’s Kitchen. (Chabad will be selling latkes and sufganiot through
Dec.27.)

This year we counted on the generous support of many organizations
and private donors who helped to make this program possible and
increase the delivery of  our  Chanukah food bags to 60 different recipi-
ents in  the community. Plus we had the best crew of volunteers who
helped with the packing and deliveries!

Some of the organizations that helped were: B’nai Brith Yachad
Couples Unit, BBYO chapters, Chabad and Joy Café Bar.
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At right: Some of the 60
Chanukah bags that were
prepared for delivery by
volunteers for B’nai Brith
and JCFS

Simone & Ben Cohen

Bailey Hurtig & 
Anna Garber

(l-r): Yosi, Hannah,
Emma & Anna - BBYO

(l-r): Adriana Glikman, Jordana Etkin,
Giora Pavis and son, Olga Zaprudsky,
Diandra Etkin

Winnipeg South Centre MP Jim
Carr held his annual open house
at his constituency office on
Corydon on Thursday, Dec. 19.
Seated beside Jim is David Matas

Shaftesbury Park Retirement Residence 
Chanukah party December 22

Residents of
Shaftesbury Park were
treated to an afternoon
concert Sunday, Dec.
22,  with Shayla Fink
singing Chanukah
songs followed by the
lighting of the
Chanukah menorah

Don’t you dare
take my picture!

This picture really doesn’t
belong on this page. (It should be
with other pictures from the
Chabad Chanukah party - on
page 10, but we just couldn’t find
room for it on that page.) In the
photo above, 8-month-old Aryeh
Pfeffer (with mother Julie) is
clearly warning the paparazzi
not to take his picture!
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Joanne Seiff

When the diaspora doesn’t include Jews

A
while back, friends invited me to a
writer’s group. Although I told them that
I wasn’t quite the right fit for the group,

they convinced me to go. 
The meeting was nearby. I enjoyed walking on

a cold, dark and starry night. Yet, the meeting’s
‘gate keeper’ told me that I wasn’t eligible for
their future group meetings as I didn’t – yet-
write or edit in their genre. Instead, she invited

me to another writers’ event in October. (I’m not on the social media lists
for these events. I tend to focus on writing deadlines and my house-
hold…and I’m introverted.)

The meeting, titled “Diaspora Dialogues” – took place on a Friday and
Saturday. Although it might have been possible for me to attend some events,
I saw only one that interested me. Called “Vulnerability and the Public
Space,” it boasted a live podcast, but it was held on a Saturday afternoon. As
someone who writes on religious issues in the public sphere, it seemed rele-
vant.

However, I saw no way that I could
pull off attending…Saturday is a fami-
ly day for us. After we go to services,
I’m often feeding everyone a big lunch
and playing with kids afterwards. (In
the ideal world, we’d even take a nap!)
To go, I’d have to give up my day off
and commit to attending on Shabbat.

This ‘diaspora’ event, which seemed
designed for Canadians of colour, was
scheduled at a time when Muslims might be busy (Friday afternoon) and on
the Jewish Sabbath. (When Jewish families might be busy with family or
synagogue or both.) It wasn’t inclusive of religious diversity. It excluded any
person who might be both religiously observant and a Canadian minority. 

Even the event’s title puzzled me, as the first dictionary definition for
“diaspora” usually references the historical dispersal of the Jewish people
outside of Israel. The “scattering of a people outside their original country
to other places” is a secondary definition. So, ok, this was a secondary use
of the definition, fine.

I resolved my personal conflict. I emailed one of the organizers to point
out the discrepancy. Although I write about vulnerable religious issues,
often in the public space, I wouldn’t be able to attend this “diaspora” event
as its timing excluded Canadian religious minorities. No matter though –
perhaps I could access the podcast online later. Where, I asked her, could I
locate the podcast link?

I received no reply. The podcast link never appeared online.
We celebrate our religious freedom on Hanukah. It’s the chance to reded-

icate our spaces to Jewish practice. However, the holiday’s origins are a
tale of struggle between minorities and the majority: Jewish assimilation-

ists, religious fundamentalists, and the Seleucid empire’s religious majori-
ty (aka the ‘Greeks’ or the Assyrians.) 

We remind ourselves of this in each generation. We can’t take religious
freedom or Jewish practice for granted. There has been a huge rise in anti-
Semitic activity. Identifiable Jews or Israelis are now often targeted,
assaulted and harassed throughout the world.

A far more subtle and insidious change has also happened in terms of
Jewish identity. Now, President Trump has decided, via presidential order,
to define Jewish students as an ethnic or racialized ‘national’ group that
theoretically can’t be discriminated against. Yet, the definition alone is a
worrying precedent. 

Take a look around you at any Hanukah event. We’re not one race by any
of the (purely artificial and historic) definitions. We aren’t one homogenous
ethnic group, even if we might have been thousands of years ago. Just ask
those who argue about doughnuts versus latkes or other holiday foods.
What or who defines us? We’re now facing new identity definitions - as
defined by the outside. 

We are a diaspora religious minority
group that evolves and changes. We
haven’t disappeared despite changing def-
initions.

Hanukah’s a minor holiday on our calen-
dar. It celebrates clinging to our freedoms
in a dark world. It relies on a subtle under-
standing that not all discrimination is
based on ‘racism.’ It implies that religious,
ethnic or racial background alone doesn’t
solely define someone’s minority status. 

A true acknowledgement and respect for religious freedom is one that
practices intersectionality instead. 

What is intersectionality? Our identities - racial, sexual, class, gender,
religion, nationality, etc. - are complex and changing. We are each the
result of several roads, always under construction, that meet in one huge
intersection. (Winnipeggers, think of Confusion Corner) 

As Jewish North Americans, living in the diaspora, we’re more than one
ethnicity, gender or race. Together we celebrate our tradition and identity
as a triumph over adversity. We just may have to celebrate with an under-
standing that we’re no longer included in some folks’ definition of ‘dias-
pora’–and hence, excluded from the narrative. Heck, I cannot even access
the podcast!

Wishing you a very happy, inclusive, Hanukah from my family to yours.
Have a great winter break, one where you feel included! May it be full of
light, joy, and peace.

Joanne Seiff is a freelance writer, editor and knitwear designer. She’s the
author of several books, including one about the Winnipeg Jewish
Community– From the Outside In. Check her out on Instagram @yrnspin-
ner or read more on her blog: www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com

By

JOANNE SEIFF

Our identities - racial, sexual, class, gender,
religion, nationality, etc. - are complex and
changing. We are each the result of several
roads, always under construction, that meet

in one huge intersection. (Winnipeggers,
think of Confusion Corner) 
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Shaarey Zedek Extravaganza and Market - Sunday, Dec. 15

Viktoria (who didn’t give her last name) had
mezuzahs and hamsahs, along with other
ornaments, for sale.

Book’d Creations was selling something quite
original: bracelets made from the pages of
books! 

NCJW was also selling a very striking Star of
David designed by Hilary Druxman. If you
would like to buy one, you can contact
Patricia Lampert at info@ncjwcwinnipeg.org
or by calling Patricia at 204-339-7291

Irina Kuliminsky uses watch parts (from ana-
log watches, not digital ones) to create striking
pieces of art.

NCJW organ donation booth (l-r): Patricia
Lampert, Sharon Graham, Penny Yellen
For information about organ donation
go to www.signupforlife.ca

Gwen Secter to continue “All
About Jews” Friday series

Under the
capable direc-
tion of Karla
Berbrayer, the
Gwen Secter
Centre has been
presenting a
series of Friday
afternoon pro-
grams featuring
lunch followed
by musical
entertainment of
a wide variety
of sorts.

On Friday,
Dec. 20, Debbie
M a s l o w s k y
sang well-
k n o w n
Christmas songs - all composed by
Jews, after some 75 members and
guests had enjoyed a delicious
lunch - all for the low price of
either $13 for members or $16 for
non-members.

It was also announced that the
“All About Jews” series has
received renewed funding from
the Jewish Foundation, the Jewish
Federation, and the WRHA, which
will allow the series to continue in
2020.

For information on future
programs at the Gwen Secter

Centre, contact either Dan
Saidman or Becky Chisick at 

the Centre, phone 204-339-
1701, or check their website:

www.gwensecter.com

The Shaarey Zedek played host to an
eclectic mix of vendors and Chanukah cele-
brations Sunday afternoon, Dec. 15. With
Chanukah songs from Dor Chadash - the
children’s group under the direction of
Rabbi Anibal Mass, along with a perfor-
mance by the Winnipeg Jewish Chorus (see
picture on page 1), there was plenty of
musical entertainment.

But what really stood out was the amazing
number of booths assembled on the audito-
rium floor (30 altogether), selling every-
thing from honey to mezuzahs. In particular,
the booth set up by the National Council of
Jewish Women highlighted the need for
people to commit to donating their organs
following their deaths.

Some of the 75 audience members listening to
Debbie Maslowsky’s program on Dec. 20,  which
was titled “Have a Jolly Jewish Christmas”

Lighting the Shabbat candles at
Gwen Secter on Dec. 20 was
Pearl Rosenberg, accompanied
by Chuck Frohlich.



By MYRON LOVE

I
n Winnipeg, you could say that, when it comes
to connecting people, Javier Nudler is the mas-
ter of connectivity.

The Argentinian-born Nudler is the man in our
community who is at the centre of Business
Network International (BNI), the world’s largest
business networking and business referral organi-
zation.

Nudler and his family came to Winnipeg 16
years ago. “We were looking for a safer and more stable environment in
which to raise our children,” he says.

Up until two years ago, Nudler was working in sales for a local compa-
ny. He was introduced to BNI by friend and fellow Argentinian immigrant
Hernan Popper.

“I was looking for a new business opportunity,” Nudler says. “Hernan
told me that the BNI franchise-holder for Winnipeg wanted to sell his fran-
chise rights and retire.”

Popper had learned about BNI through the company that he worked for.
“I am an expenses reduction consultant for Schooley Mitchell,” Popper
says. “We help our clients get the right service from the right vendor at the
lowest price. My company requires new staff to join a local BNI chapter to
help kickstart our sales. Being a BNI member has resulted in multiple busi-
ness opportunities for me and has provided me with a network of trusted,
like-minded business owners looking to grow their businesses.”

In looking at BNI, Nudler liked what he saw and bought into the organi-

zation. “I liked the Givers Gain philosophy where we help others and ben-
efit in return,” he says. 

BNI, he reports, was founded in the United States 35 years ago and has
grown to more than 265,000 members worldwide. There are currently eight
chapters under Nudler’s aegis in Winnipeg with a total membership of
about 150.

“Each chapter has its own flavor and mix of businesses,” Nudler
explains. “Anyone interested in joining has to apply and be accepted by the
members of an individual chapter. Our rule is that we allow only one rep-
resentative of each business or profession in each chapter.

Members pay an annual fee, he notes. Each club meets weekly during
which members get an opportunity to talk about their businesses. There are
also educational programs.

Nudler says that four of the clubs meet regularly at the Winnipeg Winter
Club on Donald and River while the other four meet at the Viscount Gort.

Once a year, all of the chapters come together for a charity golf tourna-
ment and gala dinner – with funds raised going to Lighthouse Mission,
Darcy’s Arc, Agape Table and Marymound. There are also annual national
and international conventions which are being held in 2020 in Vancouver
and Miami respectively

“We are looking for people who want to form relationships, form new
chapters and grow their businesses,” Nudler says. “Our members help each
other.”

Readers who would like more information about BNI membership can
contact Javier at 204 955-3548 or try Javier@bnimanitoba.com.

By TOBY AXELROD
(JTA) – A major German industry

family will donate tens of millions of
dollars to support Holocaust sur-
vivors and former forced laborers in
the Nazi era.

In addition to one-time donations
to the Claims Conference and indi-
vidual laborers, the Reimann fami-
ly’s JAB firm has created a founda-
tion designed to distribute 25 million
euros ($27.8 million) annually to
programs teaching about the
Holocaust and democratic values.

The announcement comes months after the Reimann family, which is
worth at least 20 billion euros (about $22.27 billion), said historians they
had commissioned to explore the company history found that its Nazi-era
directors were dedicated National Socialists who severely abused slave
laborers.

The company’s successor, JAB, is known worldwide for such brands as
Krispy Kreme and Coty.

With the knowledge that their firm had built its success on the backs of
slaves, the firm’s current directors announced their plans in March to
make amends.

According to the three-pronged program announced last week, 5 mil-
lion euros ($5.5 million) will be donated to the Conference on Jewish
Material Claims Against Germany for distribution to survivors in dire
financial need. Claims Conference vice president Greg Schneider said the
funds would be distributed over the coming three years to 200 nonprofit
organizations.

The money “will make a significant difference in the lives of so many,”
Julius Berman, the Claims Conference president, said in a statement.
“Elderly, poor Holocaust survivors need food, medicine and heat in the
winter. These funds will enable thousands of survivors to live in dignity.”

The new Alfred Landecker Foundation plans to distribute another 5
million euros as a form of compensation to those forced to work for the
family’s chemical factory, Benckiser. So far, more than 800 former slave
laborers – non-Jewish Russian civilians and French prisoners of war –
have been found, according to The Associated Press. No concentration
camp prisoners were used as laborers by the firm, foundation chair David
Kamenetzky told AP.

In addition, the firm will donate 25 million euros annually to educa-
tional programs on the Holocaust and democracy.

The new foundation is named for Alfred Landecker, a German Jew who
was murdered in the Holocaust. Two of his grandchildren currently own

45 percent of JAB, according to the
Jewish weekly Juedische Allgemeine.

During the Nazi era, the Benckiser
company was owned and directed by
Albert Reimann and his son Albert Jr. The
latter married Emilie Landecker, daughter
of Alfred Landecker. As a baptized
Catholic, she continued working for the
company even after her father was
deported in 1942. Her husband ultimately
adopted the three children that Emilie had
with another man; two of them are among
the four shareholders of JAB.

Kamenetzky told AP that Reimann and his son were early supporters of
the Nazi Party, making donations even before Adolf Hitler rose to power
in 1933. In a statement through the Claims Conference, Kamenetzky said
the partnership with the Jewish organization was “a significant step for
the Alfred Landecker Foundation and our ambition of researching and
remembering the atrocities of the Holocaust, as well as providing human-
itarian assistance for survivors of the Holocaust and former forced labor
in World War II.

102-year-old Israeli receives 
kindergarten enrollment letter

JERUSALEM (JTA) — Yosef Eshed, a 102-year-old Israeli who
fought alongside the revered British soldier Orde Wingate to put down
the 1936 Arab Revolt, can now register for kindergarten.

Eshed, of the village of Motza, near Jerusalem, apparently was one of
20 Israelis over a century old to receive a kindergarten enrollment letter
recently, the Ynet news site reported.

“Are they crazy?” Eshed was quoted as asking, joking that he didn’t
mind because “it’s been a few years since I’ve attended kindergarten, and
that was in Poland.” He had emigrated from Poland 80 years ago.

Local officials are calling it a computer snafu. Ynet quoted a local offi-
cial who blamed the confusion on a database program erasing the first
digit of their ages.

Eshed was one of the founders of Kibbutz Hanita and fought in the
Special Night Squads founded by Wingate, a Christian Zionist figure
revered in Israel for his role in training prestate Jews in combat, when the
Arabs of Mandatory Palestine rose up against British rule.

After the mistake was discovered, a local official told Ynet that “we
would be honored to host him in our schools so he can tell children his
amazing life story.”
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Argentinian-born Javier Nudler helping businesspeople and
professionals connect with each other

Javier Nudler

Makers of Krispy Kreme giving tens of millions to Holocaust survivors and education
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Analysis

How Britain’s Labour Party became a hotbed of anti-Semitism
By CNAAN LIPHSHIZ

LONDON (JTA) – As anti-Semitism scandals
rocked Britain’s Labour Party, critics focused on
what this means for the party, the country and its
Jewish community.

Many local Jews believed the United Kingdom
would have become a far less hospitable place
for them if Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn had
unseated the Conservative Prime Minister Boris
Johnson in the election on December 12. In the
end, Corbyn was trounced – Labour won 191
seats to the Tories’ 368, the worst showing for
Labour in an election since World War II.

Under Corbyn, Labour became a “safe space”
for anti-Semites, according to a damning 2016
report by an interparliamentary committee of
inquiry formed by the House of Commons.
Corbyn has disputed the committee’s findings
and pledged a zero-tolerance policy toward any
form of racism. But some of the cases involve
him personally, leading former British Chief
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks to call Corbyn an anti-
Semite.

How did the party that has long been the
political home for much of the British Jewish
community, not to mention a party closely
associated with the fight against bigotry and
discrimination, become a hotbed of anti-
Semitism?

Accounts from multiple current and former
party members suggest that the transformation
happened within a matter of months due to a
series of miscalculations by Labour’s former
centrist leaders – and Corbyn’s ability to seize on the opportunities this pre-
sented. An attempt to weaken radicalism in the party wound up strength-
ening it, illustrating how fragile the political center had become in Britain
– and perhaps in other Western countries polarized by divisions over immi-
gration and the economy.

As for Labour’s center, it collapsed spectacularly in 2015. The year
before, Corbyn’s predecessor, Ed Miliband, who is Jewish, led a reform
that opened Labour to new members and diminished the influence of its
leaders – a change the party’s left wing had sought for decades.

Miliband, who had been a lawmaker for only five years prior to his 2010
election to lead Labor at the age of 40, wanted to reduce the influence of
trade unions in the party. Under the system Miliband inherited, unions,
individual members and Labour parliamentarians each commanded one-
third of the votes in electing Labour officials and determining policy.

Seeking to dilute the unions’ clout, Miliband opted to democratize the
party with a one-person, one-vote model. In exchange for a symbolic fee of
3 pounds, anyone could become a Labour member and vote in its pri-
maries. The move helped to reverse a long decline in Labour membership,
bringing the number of members from 179,891 in 2007 to about 485,000
today, with many following Corbyn into the party after 2015.

Miliband and other centrists were aware that they risked losing control,
according to “Protest and Power,” an account of Corbyn’s rise by journal-
ist David Kogan. So they relied on a system in which any candidate for
party leader had to be a member of Parliament with written endorsements
from at least 20 percent of Labour lawmakers. Following negotiations, the
threshold was finally set at 15 percent.

Back then, Corbyn was an obscure Labour backbencher whose focus was
on foreign policy and, in the run-up to the 2015 party primaries, was
thought not to have met the 15 percent threshold. But the party’s left wing
still decided to put him forth as a candidate – “not because they thought
they had a chance of winning an appointment, but just in order to drag the
debate a little bit to the left,” said Luke Akehurst, a non-Jewish pro-Israel
activist and current Labour member familiar with the party’s internal
processes.

Corbyn, who has served as a lawmaker since 1983, had plenty of politi-
cal experience. His campaign relied on recruiting new members drawn
heavily from pressure groups with which Corbyn had long had close ties.
The campaign was run by Jon Lansman, a longtime Jewish Labour activist.
Ben Soffa, another Jewish supporter and a pro-Palestinian activist, handled
the digital aspects of the recruitment push.

“It turns out that there are about half a million pretty extreme people who
were waiting for an opportunity to take over the Labour Party,” Akehurst

said.

The swelling of Labour’s ranks with far-left
activists, many of them from anti-Israel groups,
has accounted for a significant portion of the
thousands of cases of alleged anti-Semitism
reported to the party’s ethics panel.

One of them was Marc Wadsworth, a minority
rights activist who earlier this year allegedly used
a racist slur against Ruth Smeeth, a Jewish
Labour lawmaker. The incident happened a month
after he joined Labour. Wadsworth, who denies
Smeeth’s allegation, has since been kicked out of
the party.

Another is Ali Milani, an Iran-born journalist who said on Twitter that
Israel has no right to exist, writing in one exchange: “Nah u won’t mate.
It’ll cost u a pound #jew.” Milani was Labour’s candidate in the elections
to unseat Johnson in his home constituency on the western edges of the
London area.

Corbyn also shined in debates, portraying himself as an “anti-politician.”
His promises of generous benefits to students and higher taxes on the
wealthy were particularly attractive to young voters who grew up in the
austerity years following the 2009 financial crisis, Kogan said.

Labour’s surprisingly good performance in the 2017 general elections
against then-prime minister Theresa May gave Corbyn the further support
he needed to consolidate his control over the party and remove his oppo-
nents from positions of influence. This was helped to some degree by a
wave of resignations by those concerned about anti-Semitism in the party
and Corbyn’s apparent support for Britain’s exit from the European Union.

In 2016, following the nonbinding Brexit referendum, Corbyn said he
supported leaving, a position aligned with the Euro-skepticism of Labour’s
left wing. He has since endorsed a second referendum but has not come out
against Brexit.

Both the Brexit issue and anti-Semitism hurt Corbyn, who lagged behind
Johnson in the polls. 

Regardless of how the vote went, Labour’s strength under Corbyn could
be read as a warning for other Western countries confronting rising extrem-
ism.

Former Labour leader Ed Miliband, left, and
Jeremy Corbyn
As for Labour’s center, it collapsed spectacu-
larly in 2015. The year before, Corbyn’s prede-
cessor, Ed Miliband, who is Jewish, led a
reform that opened Labour to new members
and diminished the influence of its leaders – a
change the party’s left wing had sought for
decades.

Ali Milani 
an Iran-born journalist who said on Twitter
that Israel has no right to exist, writing in one
exchange: “Nah u won’t mate. It’ll cost u a
pound #jew.”

Marc Wadsworth
a minority rights activist who earlier this year
allegedly used a racist slur against Ruth
Smeeth, a Jewish Labour lawmaker. 

Australia sentences perpetrators of airline 
bombing foiled with Israeli intel

JERUSALEM (JTA) — Two Lebanese-Australian brothers were sen-
tenced to decades of prison time for their roles in a 2017 bombing plot of
an airliner that was foiled with the help of Israeli intelligence.

Khaled and Mahmoud Khayat targeted an Etihad Airways flight from
Sydney to the United Arab Emirates. The New South Wales Supreme
Court handed down terms of 40 and 36 years, respectively, on Tuesday.

They had sent a third brother, Amer, to the airport with the disguised
bomb, but he was unaware of the true nature of the item in his luggage
and did not receive jail time, The Telegraph reported.

Israel was able to warn the Australians through its army unit that han-
dles signals intelligence and has been compared to the National Security
Agency in the United States, the Israeli news site Ynet reported.

According to Australia’s ABC News, a fourth brother, identified as
Tarek Khayat, a member of the Islamic State who lives abroad, also was
involved in the plot.

The brothers had chosen to send the explosives with Amer, The
Telegraph reported, “because he drank, went clubbing, gambled and was
gay.”
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

DECEMBER  25

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MONTY BINDER
who passed away
December 3, 1972
27 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
and grandchildren.

4th  Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RONALD
(RUBE)

GANETSKY
who passed away

December 13, 2015
1st day of Tevet

Always in our hearts and
forever in our thoughts.
– Missed by your loving wife,
children, grandchildren,
brother,  family and friends.

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
husband, father and zaida

HARRY
GARFIELD
who passed away

November 30, 1994
27 Days in Kislev

— Forever in our hearts and
always remembered by his wife,
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ESTHER
GOODMAN

who passed away
December 27, 1998

— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your daughter
Roberta.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MOSES LANTZ
who passed away

December 11, 1988
3 Days in Tevet

— Lovingly remembered by
his children and grand-
children.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ANNETTE
LASKER

who passed away
December 13, 2012
29 Days in Kislev

— Loved and remembered
forever by her son & daughter-
in-law, grandchildren, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BERNIE
LERNER

who passed away
December 11, 2012

27 days in Kislev
Forever in our hearts
– Deeply loved and missed by
his wife Sybil, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
17th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

AUDREY LEVY
who passed away
December 5, 2002
30 Days in Kislev

There will always be a heart-
ache and often a silent tear.
But always special memories
of the days you were here.
Remembering you is easy
we do it every day,
But missing you is the heartache
That will never go away.
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

12th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

CLARA (CHAIKE)
LUNGEN
who passed away

December 10, 2007
1 Day in Tevet

You are always in our hearts.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX
MANISHEN

who passed away
December 19, 1990

2 Days in Teveth, 5751
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his sister, nieces and
nephews.

In Memoriam

CHASIE NELKO
who passed away

December 19, 1971
1 day in Tevet

SAMUEL NELKO
who passed away

December 28, 1963
12 days in Tevet

In loving memory of

— Your loving children, grandchildren and family.

21st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

JOSEPH
ROSENSTOCK

who passed away
February 14, 1998

18 days in Shevat 5758

4th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our beloved

Our loss so great and deeply felt
— Your children and grandchildren.

LOTTIE
ROSENSTOCK

who passed away
November 10, 2015

28 days in Cheshvan 5776

In loving memory of
In Memoriam

RUBEN
YOUSSIEM

who passed away
January 7, 1990
10 days in Tevet

ROSE
YOUSSIEM

who passed away
December 16, 1993

2 days in Tevet
— Forever remembered and sadly missed by your beloved children
Ruth Klapman and Saul Youssiem, grandchildren and family.
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

JANUARY  1

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

CHASIA
PERLOV

who passed away
December 15, 2009

29 days in Kislev
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children:
Claire Goldman, Saul Perlov,
David Perlov (Rona), Yvette
Perlov and many
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SUSAN
ROSNER
who passed away

December 17, 1998
28 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered, loved
and honoured by her family.

21st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children and
grandchildren.

MARION
CHAIKIN

who passed away
December 19, 2002

14 Days in Tevet

In loving memory of

BEN
CHAIKIN

who passed away
November 30, 2001
15 Days in Kislev

In Memoriam
18th Yahrzeit17th Yahrzeit

22nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BEATRICE
DVEER

January 4, 1998

6 Days in Tevet

You are always in
our thoughts and

in our hearts
With love - always

Your children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

In loving memory of our
beloved mother, grandmother

and great-grandmother

CELIA
GANETSKY

who passed away
December 6, 1994

4 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

19th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOL GERB
who passed away
January 4, 2001

9 days in Tevet, 5761
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his family and
friends.

In Memoriam

Ever remembered and sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, family and friends.

MOISHE-LAIZER
KAHAN

who passed away
December 12, 1991

5 Days in Tevet 5752

In loving memory of

SHEINDEL
KAHAN

who passed away
January 4, 2009

9 Days in Tevet 5769

In Memoriam
9th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

RUTH KATZ
who passed away

December 16, 2010
10 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your son
Murray, daughter-in-law
Cheryl and granddaughter
Farah.

In Memoriam
27th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

AARON
SIMCHA KAYE

who passed away
December 29, 1992

5 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren and family.

Always
Remembered
39th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BEREL MINUK
who passed away

December 11, 1980
4 Days in Tevet

You are always in our hearts.
— Sadly missed and lovingly
remembered by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
Third Yahrzeit

In cherished memory of
my dear wife,

our mother and grandmother

SARAH
OFFMAN
who passed away
January 7, 2017
9 days in Tevet

You continue to inspire us daily.
You are in our minds
And in our hearts,
And so very deeply misssed.
— Lovingly, Jack, Elliot and
Helen, Steven and Lindsey,
Raymond and Laura,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

ELKA PELTZ
Oct. 27, 2013

23rd day of Cheshvan

DAVID PELTZ
In loving memory of

— Sadly missed by their children and grandchildren.

March 12, 2014
10th day of Adar

who passed away

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LOUIS
RABINOVITCH

who passed away
January 7, 1971

10 Days in Tevet, 5731
—Ever remembered by his
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

JUDITH
VERES

who passed away
December 2, 1998
13 Days in Kislev

DR. ALEXANDER
VERES

who passed away
January 31, 2010
16 Days in Shevat

In loving memory of

— Ever loved, remembered and missed by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

21st Yahrzeit 10th Yahrzeit



By CURT
SCHLEIER

(JTA) – Mel
Brooks’ new HBO
special is a departure
from the comedian’s
typical belly-laugh
fare. In place of the
slapstick gallows
humor – though
there’s plenty of that,
too, in “Mel Brooks
Unwrapped” – is a
more introspective,
documentary-style
reminiscence of his
nearly 60-year career.

“You got it right on
the nose,” Brooks
says in a phone inter-
view from
Hollywood. “It is
kind of a walk
through my life, a
memoir. Some of it is
funny, and some of it
is moving and touch-
ing. It’s a very differ-
ent kind of behind-
the-camera look at
me.”

Now 93, could it be
that his advancing

age accounts for the change of tone?
“It probably does,” he says, adding quickly,

“But I’m not as old as Carl Reiner.”
Originally a BBC production, “Mel Brooks

Unwrapped” is the work of Alan Yentob, the
British network’s former creative director. The
pair have developed a warm rapport through sev-
eral previous interviews over the decades, clips
of which are interwoven into the new production.

Brooks is more wizened than in the earlier
clips, but still physically active and mentally as
sharp as ever. He even drives. Yentob’s camera
shows him driving to the supermarket, picking
up some fixings and heading to Reiner’s house to
cook dinner.

Reiner, 97, is Brooks’ longtime collaborator
and comedic partner, and Brooks says they visit
once or twice a week. But cooking dinner isn’t a
regular thing. Normally it’s Reiner’s housekeep-
er who makes the food. Brooks claims to be there
only for the free meal.

Brooks himself needs no introduction. He is
one of only 15 people to earn an EGOT – an
Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony. Over the
course of his decades in showbiz, his work –
including the 1974 classic “Blazing Saddles,” the
various incarnations of “The Producers,” and
dozens of other films, television shows and com-
edy albums – has won him countless honors. In
2016, he won a National Medal of the Arts from
President Barack Obama.

But Brooks isn’t just a veteran of show busi-
ness, he’s also an old hand at the interviews that
go along with the trade. He insists he never gets
bored answering the same questions again and
again.

“I couldn’t be who I am if I didn’t love the
questions and making up answers and lying
about my life,” Brooks says. “When you’re a
comic in the Mountains, you have to be prepared
for anything.”

The mountains, of course, are the Catskills,
where thousands of New York City Jews used to
escape the summer heat. Brooks, a Brooklyn
native, got a job as a dishwasher at a Catskills
resort as a teenager. Later he was allowed to per-
form some routines he had written.

“When I was there, there were so many won-

derful hotels, and what training you got,” Brooks
recalls. “You realized to make your act work, you
needed good stories. You couldn’t steal material
like Milton Berle. You had to have original mate-
rial because that audience knew its stuff. Once I
told a really funny joke and someone in the audi-
ence got up and said you stole that from Myron
Cohen. And it was true.”

Brooks and Reiner achieved early acclaim in
the 1950s writing and performing on Sid Caesar’s
“Your Show of Shows” and its follow-up,
“Caesar’s Hour.” Success after success followed,
including the spy spoof “Get Smart” that Brooks
co-created with Buck Henry. Along the way,
Brooks and Reiner turned a routine they per-
formed for friends at parties, “The 2,000 Year
Old Man,” into a recording that sold over 1 mil-
lion copies.

In 1964, Brooks married Anne Bancroft, whose
newly released DVD collection is “selling like
hotcakes,” Brooks said. “I wish it would sell like
a boxed set.”

You can take the boy out of Brooklyn, you can’t
take Brooklyn out of the boy. When the subject of
his early years in the borough comes up, you can
almost hear Brooks break out in a smile as he
recounts his childhood memories.

“I remember my mother washed the floors,” he
says. “Then she’d spread the newspaper down,
the [Yiddish daily papers] Freiheit or the
Forverts, to help the floor dry. Once my brother
Irving came in and walked on the papers. I was
about 5 and I yelled at Irving, ‘You’re cursed.
God is going to kill you.’ I thought because the
papers were written in Hebrew Yiddish, I thought
the words were sacred.”

Brooks’ trademark Borscht Belt style owes
everything to his childhood growing up in the
heavily Jewish tenements of Brooklyn. He still
remembers the pride his family felt when they
were able to raise the $2 a month that allowed
them to upgrade from an apartment at the back of
their building, where the only view was of other
buildings and garbage cans.

“I didn’t know any other life,” Brooks says.
“When you grew up in Williamsburg and some-
body goes by you who’s not Jewish, you feel
sorry for them. You want to give them some food.
I thought the whole world was Jewish – until I
got into the Army.”

But Hollywood wasn’t the Army. As Brooks
says in the documentary, after “The Producers”
became a hit, “an army of Jews wanted to invest
in my next musical comedy.” His success was
assured – something he wishes he could have told
his younger self.

“What you’re doing will work out,” Brooks
says. “You always worry that you’re gonna fail. I
got news for you: You didn’t fail.”
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In loving memory of

SAM
KOZLOWICH

who passed away
December 27, 1998

8 Days in Tevet
— Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his wife,
children, and family.

21st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

EARL SHIBOU
who passed away

December 24, 2017
7 days in Tevet, 5758

 We struggle to accept the void
you have left with all of us.  
—Forever missing your
wonderful meshuganeh
presence.
Carla, your children and
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

BESS SMORDIN
who passed away
January 6, 2006

6 Days in Tevet 5766
— Always in our hearts and
forever missed by her daughter
and granddaughters, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
STANDIL
who passed away

December 29, 1976
8 days in Tevet

— Always remembered by his
wife Sylvia, sons, grand-
children and family.

In Memoriam
43rd Yahrzeit

22nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
TABACK

who passed away
January 4, 1998

7 days in Tevet, 5758
Always remembered

Always missed
Forever in our hearts

We love you!!
— Your loving children
Shayne, Kathy & grand-
children Abigail Edythe and
Elliot Joseph, Michelle &
Barton.

In loving memory of our dear
mother and grandmother

FANNY
UNRODE
who passed away

December 31, 1992
7 Days in Tevet

With tears in our eyes and pain
in our hearts we light the
twenty-seventh candle in your
beautiful memory.
— Ever remembered by your
daughter Diane, and
grandchildren Rachel and
Lauren.

In Memoriam

Mel Brooks gets serious in HBO special
– but there’s plenty of shtick, too

Mel Brooks on "Mel Brooks
Unwrapped": “It is kind of a walk
through my life, a memoir. Some of it is
funny and some of it is moving and
touching." (HBO)

In loving memory of

SAM
KOZLOWICH

who passed away
December 27, 1998

8 Days in Tevet
— Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his wife,
children, and family.

21st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

CLEM BASS
who passed away

December 16, 1980
7 Days in Tevet, 5741

— He is dearly remembered
and sadly missed by his wife,
children, and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

22nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
TABACK

who passed away
January 4, 1998

7 days in Tevet, 5758
Always remembered

Always missed
Forever in our hearts

We love you!!
— Your loving children
Shayne, Kathy & grand-
children Abigail Edythe and
Elliot Joseph, Michelle &
Barton.

In loving memory of

RUTH (Kosasky)
WALSH

who passed away on
January 1, 1963
6 Days in Tevet

To live in the hearts of  those we
leave behind is not to die.
— Ever remembered for her
warmth and loving kindness
by her family and friends.

In Memoriam
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Looking back

The top 10 Jewish stories of 2019
By JTA STAFF

(JTA) – For many Jews around the world, there’s probably no love lost
for 2019.

As the year draws to a close, the Jewish community continues to grapple
with the continued rise of global anti-Semitism – and Israel is caught in the
grip of political paralysis following two fruitless elections (with a prime
minister facing prosecution for corruption).

Meanwhile, with a U.S. presidential election looming next year that is
sure to be bitterly contested, there’s little reason to think we’re in for a
smoother ride in 2020.

These are the Jewish stories that most captured our attention in 2019 and
whose reverberations are likely to be felt well into the next ride around the
sun.
The Poway synagogue shooting

In April, on the last day of Passover, a gunman opened fire at a Chabad
synagogue in the San Diego suburb of Poway, killing one person and injur-
ing three. The
accused gunman
told a 911 dis-
patcher that he
did it because
“Jewish people
are destroying
the white race.”

The Poway
attack shook the
A m e r i c a n
Jewish commu-
nity, which was
still reeling from
the shooting
attack at the
Tree of Life syn-
agogue in Pittsburgh that killed 11 worshippers at Shabbat services. As the
one-year anniversary of the shooting approached in October, the commu-
nity held a number of memorial events that made it clear the aftershocks
were still being felt.

“I live with Oct. 27 every minute of every hour of every day, and I will
for the rest of my life,” Rabbi Jeffrey Myers said.

Two killed in Yom Kippur attack on German synagogue 
As 51 people gathered for Yom Kippur services in the German city of

Halle, Stephan Balliet, clad in combat gear and wearing a head-mounted
camera, tried to
blast his way
inside. When the
synagogue’s forti-
fied doors kept
him out, he turned
and shot Jana
Lange, who had
reprimanded him
for making too
much noise. Then
Balliet proceeded
to a nearby kebab
shop, where he
shot and killed a
man identified
only as Kevin S.
Balliet later told police he was motivated by anti-Semitism.

Worshippers remained in the synagogue for hours before they were evac-
uated by police to a nearby hospital, where they continued their holiday
services.

“It was intense and emotional,” one participant said.
The shooting sent shock waves through the tiny Jewish community of

Halle, which numbers about 500 people. It also sparked outrage from lead-
ers of German Jewry, who demanded to know why the synagogue was left
unguarded on the holiest day of the Jewish calendar. Josef Schuster, head
of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, called the failure “scandalous,”
and said if police had been present they could have disarmed the gunman
before he harmed anyone.

Israelis vote twice and still don’t have a prime minister
Israeli politics are a hot mess right now.
In April, national elections resulted in a tie between Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu’s Likud party and his principal challenger, the Blue
and White party, led by former general Benny Gantz. Netanyahu failed to
form a government, so Israelis went back to the polls in September and
again delivered no clear winner: 33 seats for Blue and White, 32 for Likud.
First Netanyahu tried to form a government, then Gantz. Neither succeed-
ed.

Israel has now entered
uncharted territory:
There will be yet anoth-
er election -  in early
March. The only thing
Israelis probably agree
on right now is how
unpalatable another
election is.

Here’s an explainer on
how we got here:
Netanyahu faces cor-
ruption charges

As if the Israeli politi-
cal situation wasn’t
complicated enough,
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu was indicted in
November on multiple charges of
corruption, including bribery and
breach of public trust.

The most serious case alleges that
Netanyahu traded political favors to
the largest shareholder of the
telecommunications giant Bezeq in
exchange for favorable news cover-
age. Netanyahu also was accused of
accepting gifts totaling $200,000
from Hollywood producer Arnon
Milchan in exchange for political
assistance, and of seeking positive
coverage from the daily newspaper
Yediot Acharonot in exchange for advancing a law that would have hurt a
competitor.

Netanyahu has decried the indictment as a “witch hunt” and an attempt-
ed coup. He has 30 days to seek immunity from prosecution in the Knesset,
his country’s parliament.

Hate crimes against
Jews are spiking

Around the world, law
enforcement and commu-
nity organizations found
that hate crimes continued
to rise, with Jews often
the most common targets.

In April, the Anti-
Defamation League
reported that 1,879 anti-
Semitic incidents
occurred in 2018, the
third-highest tally in the
four decades the ADL has
been conducting annual
audits. In July, the Canadian government reported that Jews were the most
targeted minority group for the third straight year, even as hate crimes
against other groups fell. And in August, the British Jewish community’s
anti-Semitism watchdog reported the highest number of anti-Semitic inci-
dents ever in the first six months of 2019.

In Brooklyn, a series of violent attacks against visibly Jewish victims
caused particular alarm. Three were reported in one week in August alone.
The situation led the city to create a new Office for the Prevention of Hate
Crimes and install Devorah
Lauter, a former ADL official,
at its helm.

Israel becomes a wedge issue
This year saw serious cracks

in what has long been a cher-
ished feature of the U.S.-Israel
relationship: bipartisanship.

In February, Rep. Ilhan Omar,
D-Minn., came under fire for a
series of controversial tweets,
including one charging – falsely
– that the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee pays
politicians to be pro-Israel.

Continued on page 23. See
“Top 10 stories”.

Orthodox Jewish men walk past security
vehicles in the Brooklyn neighborhood of
Crown Heights, Feb. 27, 2019. 

(Angela Weiss/AFP via Getty Images)

Benjamin Netanyahu, seen on
Nov. 12, 2019, is the first sitting
Israeli prime minister to be
indicted.        (Miriam Alster/Flash90)

Blue and White party chairmen Benny
Gantz (right) and Yair Lapid during a fac-
tion meeting at the Knesset, the Israeli par-
liament, in Jerusalem, Nov. 18, 2019.

(Hadas Parush/Flash90)

A man views a makeshift memorial at the
entrance to the synagogue in Halle, Germany,
Oct. 10, 2019. (Jens Schlueter/Getty Images)

Police vehicles gather around the synagogue where
a shooting took place in Poway, Calif., April 27,
2019. (Xinhua/ via Getty Images)

Rep. Ilhan Omar speaks at a news con-
ference at the Capitol in Washington,
D.C., July 25, 2019. 
(Michael Brochstein/SOPA Images/LightRocket

via Getty Images)
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Gerry Posner

It’s Been a “Hecht” of a Run

R
ecently I was at a
synagogue in
Toronto to hear the

former rabbi of the Tree of
Life Temple in Pittsburgh
recount the events of the
tragedy at his former shul
when, as the Torah was car-
ried around the synagogue,

who should appear in the aisle across from me, but
Evelyn and Larry Hecht. 

Now, surprises like that I welcome. We both did a
double take. I then reflected on the time when Evelyn
and I sat on the rabbi search committee at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue and we were charged with the task
of going to New Jersey to scout out a potential rabbi
for the synagogue. That job was but one of only a few
that Evelyn and her husband Larry undertook (and in
fact still undertake) as active members of the
Winnipeg Jewish community. The fact is that Hecht is
a name synonymous with strong participation in com-
munal life. 

And why not? The name Hecht means spears or
arms. It is like a sharp weapon that pierces the enemy
- just as Larry and Evelyn have pierced through the
wall of passivity and changed so many organizations in a positive way. 

The team of Larry Hecht and the former Evelyn Malian was married in
Winnipeg in 1961. They are now approaching their diamond anniversary.
Even with three grown children and numerous grandchildren, they were
never too busy to contribute to the community and continue to this day to
those organizations that are so meaningful to them. 

Just take a look at the groups that have benefited from the involvement
of Evelyn Hecht over these past 60 years. It began with the CJA Young
Leadership, Hadassah and Ramah Hebrew School. She was just warming
up. Evelyn co-chaired the Town Hall Lecture Series at the YMHA and, in
1978, she was awarded the Max Nathanson Young Leadership Award

(which makes me wonder: When do they give out
the Old Leadership Award?). 

Evelyn also became active in the NCJW and
their Opportunity Store. Perhaps one of her most
significant contributions to the Winnipeg Jewish
community was her tenure as the first female
president of the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue, where
she pursued an egalitarian agenda still so very vis-
ible at that synagogue today. 

She even served as Chair of the Manitoba
Community Services Council. As well, for those
whose memories are long, you might recall
Evelyn as the host of the “Jewish Connection”
cable TV show for many years. All of these vol-
unteer roles ultimately led to Evelyn assuming the
job as the Director of Community Relations for
the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council, as it
then was called. Thus, for a multitude of years,
Winnipeg, and in particular the Jewish communi-
ty of Winnipeg, have been  beneficiaries of the
Evelyn Hecht persona. 

Husband Larry was right by her side along the
way. Larry developed J. Hecht & Son into an
international large fur manufacturing business
whose products were sold throughout North

America and Europe. He also was a huge contributor as a volunteer for
many organizations in Winnipeg. He is one of a handful of third generation
members of the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue and of the YMHA/ Rady JCC.
Larry followed the model set by his father and grandfather when he became
active in the Masonic Order.

Larry’s first stint as chair of an organization came when he served as
Chair of the Talmud Torah Men’s Dinner in 1969. For years Larry was a
willing canvasser for the Combined Jewish Appeal  and even now serves
as the Chair of the Redemption Committee, a difficult job for sure. And of
course, Larry was a long term board member of the YMHA and was its
president from 1993/94. He also served on the Va’ad Ha’ir. Moreover,
Larry was Chair of the Safety Committee for the Downtown Biz for many
years as well.

The Hechts might attribute their strong commitment to the general and
Jewish community to the principles of Tzedakah, Chesed, and Derech
Eretz first exemplified for them by their parents. I personally lament that
there are not more Hecht types around today who exemplify these noble
principles. 

With all of that said, I wonder if Evelyn might well agree that the tough-
est assignment she had in her volunteer years was the hiring and firing of
rabbis for the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue. What she does say was that the
most important work in her professional career was the facilitating of the
immigration into Winnipeg of so many Argentinians, beginning in 1998, as
well as many newcomers from Israel. Even though Evelyn retired in 2006,
her connection to these newcomers remains strong and the positive impact
of these immigrants in our community continues to this day. It was for this
contribution that caused Evelyn to be recipient of the Larry Hurtig
Professional Leadership Award in 2019. 

When it is all said and done, the Winnipeg Jewish community can be
grateful for the time and effort that Larry and Evelyn have given to it. It has
been a “ Hecht” of a run for them and happily, they keep running. 

By

GERRY POSNER

ICC prosecutor says Israel is committing
war crimes in the West Bank

AMSTERDAM (JTA Dec. 20, 2019) — Israel is committing war
crimes in the West Bank, eastern Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip, the pros-
ecutor’s office of the International Criminal Court said in a statement.

“I am satisfied that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an inves-
tigation into the situation in Palestine,” the prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda,
wrote in a statement Friday. She added that the conclusion comes “fol-
lowing a thorough, independent and objective assessment of all reliable
information” available to her office in The Hague, Netherlands.

This would appear to mean that the prosecutor’s office is ready to indict
Israel for the alleged crimes, a development that would pose a serious
diplomatic challenge to Israel’s longstanding claim that it employs extra-
ordinary measures to avoid hurting civilians and other actions forbidden
in international law in its assaults on its enemies.

An indictment and trial are pending Bensouda’s referral to the court of
“confirmation that the ‘territory’ over which the Court may exercise its
jurisdiction, and which I may subject to investigation, comprises the West
Bank, including East Jerusalem, and Gaza,” she said.

The principled legal position of the State of Israel, its Foreign Ministry
wrote in a statement, is that the court lacks jurisdiction in relation to
Israel and that any Palestinian actions with respect to the court are legal-
ly invalid. Israel is not a party to the ICC.

Larry and Evelyn Hecht



Omar drew quick rebukes from leading
Democrats and subsequently apolo-
gized. The following month, President
Donald Trump piled on, calling the

Democrats the “anti-Jewish” party. In August, Trump upped the ante, say-
ing that anyone who voted for a Democrat was guilty of “disloyalty,” a
comment that drew condemnation from critics who said it evoked classic
anti-Semitic tropes.

Meanwhile, Democratic politicians were trending leftward on Israel, with
several of the leading candidates for the presidential nomination saying
they were prepared to use American aid as leverage to pressure Israel. The
shifting center of gravity on Israel prompted pushback from the party’s so-
called moderate wing and prompted the creation of a new organization, the
Democratic Majority for Israel, dedicated to cultivating support for the
Jewish state in the party.

With a sure-to-be-nasty presidential election looming in 2020, both sides
were preparing to spend heavily on the Israel issue. The Republican Jewish
Coalition announced a $10 million ad campaign painting the Democrats as
a “shanda” – Yiddish for “disgrace” – in
part because of their position on Israel.
Democratic groups pushed back with an
ad blitz of their own.

British Jews unnerved by Corbyn
candidacy

With the United Kingdom facing an
enormously consequential election,
British Jews were facing a momentous
choice of their own. The Labour Party,
long the political home of a majority of
Britain’s Jews, was led by Jeremy
Corbyn, who has been long been
dogged by accusations of anti-
Semitism.

Concern over Corbyn reached a fever
pitch in the months prior to the Dec. 12
vote. In early November, Britain’s old-
est Jewish newspaper, the Jewish
Chronicle, published a front-page editorial pleading with Britons not to
support Corbyn, noting a recent poll suggesting that approximately half of
Jews would consider emigrating if he were elected. Weeks later, in an
unprecedented intervention, British Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis wrote of
British Jewry’s justified anxiety at the prospect of a Corbyn premiership in
a Times of London op-ed, warning that “the very soul of our nation is at
stake.”

Corbyn’s record of actions that unnerved British Jews is long and well-
documented. He once defended a London mural showing bankers playing
monopoly on the backs of dark-skinned people that was widely seen as
anti-Semitic, said Zionists have “no sense of irony” and described the mil-
itant groups Hamas and Hezbollah as “friends.

He has passionately argued that there is no place for anti-Semitism in his
party, but recently apologized for “everything that’s happened” in Labour
over the past few years.

The #MeToo movement hits the Jewish community
M i c h a e l

Steinhardt, the
J e w i s h
megadonor who
helped found
Birthright Israel
and supports a
wide range of
Jewish institu-
tions, was accused
of a pattern of
p ropos i t i on ing
and sexually inap-
propriate remarks
to women.

According to an
investigation by
The New York
Times and ProPublica, the journalism nonprofit, seven women alleged that
Steinhardt made sexual requests of them while they were seeking his finan-
cial support. Steinhardt denied the accusations, but acknowledged a pattern
of comments “that were boorish, disrespectful, and just plain dumb.”

In the wake of the accusations, the organized Jewish community’s long-
time focus on encouraging endogamy and child rearing – long among
Steinhardt’s favored philanthropic objectives – drew increasing scrutiny.

A measles outbreak hits the Orthodox community
A measles outbreak that began with a trickle in haredi Orthodox com-

munities in Israel and New York last year exploded into a full-on public
health crisis in 2019. Hundreds of cases were reported in New York and

thousands in Israel.
New York officials

took aggressive mea-
sures to contain the out-
break, declaring a public
health emergency and
ordering that unvaccinat-
ed people living in four
heavily Orthodox Zip
codes in Brooklyn be
vaccinated or pay fines
up to $1,000. The state
also banned religious
exemptions for vaccines
and at least 10 Jewish
schools in New York City were shuttered for admitting unvaccinated stu-
dents.

At least three fatalities were attributed to the disease in Israel, one of
them a 43-year-old El Al flight attendant who contracted the disease on a
flight from New York. By September, New York had declared the epidem-
ic over.

Tiffany Haddish has a bat mitzvah
Tiffany Haddish’s breakthrough year may have been 2017, when the 40-

year-old actress and
comedian starred in the
successful comedy “Girls
Trip” and released her
memoir, “The Last Black
Unicorn.” But 2019 was
her Jewish breakout year.

Haddish, who only
learned she was Jewish in
her 20s, when she met
her Eritrean Jewish
father, released a Netflix
special, “Black
Mitzvah,” in December
on the same day she cel-
ebrated her bat mitzvah,
with Sarah Silverman’s
rabbi sister presiding. She also sang “Hava Nagila” on “The Tonight Show”
in the same week.

“Something that I feel like a lot of African-Americans have been stripped
of is their history,” Haddish said. “A lot of us don’t know [our] origin. We
don’t know what our origin story is because that was taken from us. And it
talks about that in the Torah. I think it’s so powerful.”
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Rabbi Susan Silverman, left, with Tiffany
Haddish at Haddish’s bat mitzvah at the
SLS Hotel in Beverly Hills, Calif., Dec. 3,
2019. (Emma McIntyre/Getty Images

A sign warns of measles in the Orthodox
Jewish community of Williamsburg,
Brooklyn, April 10, 2019. 

(Spencer Platt/Getty

Sheila Katz, now CEO of the National Council of
Jewish Women, accused Michael Steinhardt of
sexual harassment. (Courtesy of Katz/Getty Images)

accused Michael Steinhardt of sexual harass-
ment. (Courtesy of Katz/Getty Images)

British Labour Party leader
Jeremy Corbyn speaks at
the University of Lancaster,
Nov. 15, 2019. 

(Anthony Devlin/Getty Images)
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Books

Former Winnipegger Dana Mahon helps women find their “true selves”

N
ow living in
C a m p b e l l
River on

Vancouver Island,
Dana Mahon was
born and raised in
Winnipeg, where she
lived until the age of
28. In Winnipeg, she
was an active member
of the Jewish commu-
nity – through her
schooling, camp, and
involvement with the
Chai Dancers.

Mahon moved to Vancouver in her late 20s. She says she fell
in love with the West Coast and has stayed every since. 

Mahon has always been interested in health and wellness.
Connecting her mind and body became a daily routine, as she began the
practice of yoga. After years of practice, she decided to study yoga more
fully, and become a teacher.

“The very first class I ever taught was, just after I finished the training,”
recalled Mahon. “My girlfriend said, ‘I’m having a birthday party for my
daughter who’s turning nine, and she wants a yoga party. Can you teach it?’

“I thought to myself, I don’t really know what I’m doing yet, but she was
a good friend and it seemed like a great opportunity, so I said ‘sure!’ The
response was really amazing”. That was the start. For ten years following,
Dana taught at several schools in Vancouver and on Vancouver Island.

While working full time at UBC, Dana started her own yoga camp for
kids on Quadra Island, to where she would travel  on her time off work.
After moving to Vancouver Island, Dana operated her own yoga studio,
Wild Pose Yoga, for two years. 

In the summer of 2018, Mahon was mulling over what to do with some
time off when someone close to her suggested that she write a book. As
Mahon thought about what a book might look like, she felt inspired to share
ideas and practices that had helped her along the way to becoming a strong,
healthy, grounded woman.

“I think when you start something like that, you don’t even know if it’s
possible...if you’ll finish it, if it will be published, if anyone will buy it,”
said Mahon. The more I wrote, the more I realized I had a message to share
that could really help people. As it evolved, the more I believed in its
greater purpose. 

Mahon’s book is called, “Release Your
Inner Wild: The modern day women’s guide
to reconnecting with your true Self; hon-
ouring your health, passion, and power.”

According to the author, “It’s a compila-
tion of health and wellness practices that,
over the years, have helped keep me strong
and steady,  healthy and well, and ground-
ed. It is also a heartfelt sharing of my life’s
experience - both good times and hard
times, and how I became a stronger version
of me.  I wanted to share that in the hopes
of inspiring other people, and reminding
them they can do the same!

“What people can expect, and I’ve heard
it from almost everyone who has read it, is
that it sounds like me, the way I speak is the
same way I write, and the way I write is
how I speak, so people can expect a very
personable, approachable read, and a very
practical guide to health, along with some
humour in my voice. There is also a practi-
cal guide to practising yoga, a guide for
nourishing the body; and the essence of the
book which is around speaking one’s truth,
taking risks and trusting one’s gut.”

Mahon’s book is practical, funny, sassy, and cheeky. It is also very root-
ed in her practices of self-awareness, wellness, and in being a good, kind,
compassionate person.

People can also expect to land outside their comfort zones. “That’s what
I want – for people to take an intentional look at what they may need to
change in order to live their best life, in the healthiest way possible”.

It is a nice, easy read with a whole section on very practical rituals that
take between one-and-15 minutes a day. Start incorporating health and
wellness practices into your life.

“I wrote this book because through teaching yoga I saw this need women
had to feel healthier and more grounded, to step out – to be a bit wild, to
live their truth, and to connect with themselves, but they were a bit stuck
on how to do that. That’s where the book comes in.

“This book is for anybody who wants to take a look at their life, anybody
who wants to add something positive to their world – whether that’s in a
physical sense or an emotional sense, or in any other way. I want people to
feel this is an accessible book for them, regardless of where they are on
their journey. I’ve been amazed from what I’ve heard from people who
have had major life shifts from reading it. I want people to see the possi-
bility that they too can benefit, that it can be of service to them. It truly is
a life changing book.”

For more about the author or the book, or to get a copy, visit 
releaseyourinnerwild.com 

News briefs

US court sentences Israeli in $140 million 
scam to 22 years in prison

JERUSALEM (JTA Dec. 19, 2019) — A U.S. court has sentenced an
Israeli implicated in a scam that defrauded would-be investors of nearly
$140 million to 22 years in prison.

Lee Elbaz was the CEO of Yukom Communications, a “binary options”
firm that targeted vulnerable people around the world. Her employees reg-
ularly used false identities and misrepresented their location, credentials
and product.

Binary options are marketed as a financial instrument that can yield big
returns quickly. The companies’ websites allow clients to place bets on
whether a commodity, like a stock or trading index, will increase or
decrease in value over a short time period. In most cases, though, clients
lose all or nearly all of their investment because the game is rigged.

Elbaz was sentenced Thursday in U.S. District Court in Maryland after
being convicted earlier in the year of wire fraud.

District Court Judge Theodore Chuang described the impact of her
actions on her victims during the sentencing hearing.

“Among such victims was Larry Burton, who lost over $200,000,
including $70,000 from his retirement account,” Chuang said. “He also
borrowed 30,000 for his investment and afterwards had to refinance his
home.”

Israel banned the binary options industry in 2017 after a decade in which
Israeli firms, most of them operating out of Tel Aviv, scammed millions of
people around the world.

Turkey allows Hamas to plan terror attacks against
Israelis on its territory, British newspaper reports

JERUSALEM (JTA Dec. 18, 2019) — The Turkish government has
allowed Hamas members to use the country as a safe haven from which to
plan attacks against Israelis.

The Daily Telegraph cited transcripts of Israeli interrogations of sus-
pected Palestinian terrorists in its report Tuesday.

Not only do Hamas members have free rein to travel around the territo-
ry of the NATO member and ostensible U.S. ally, the British newspaper
said, but that they are in regular contact with representatives of the Turkish
intelligence community.

According to the report, Ankara has allowed the group to operate on
Turkish soil despite previously agreeing to curtail its activities. Among its
members living there are senior Hamas leader Saleh al-Arouri, on whom
the U.S. has placed a $5 million bounty, and Abdel Rahman Ghanimat,
who was responsible for a wave of suicide bombings against Israeli civil-
ians.

A Turkish “diplomatic source” who spoke with the paper said that
Hamas was “not a terrorist organisation” and condemned Jerusalem’s
“baseless allegations.”

One plot hatched in Turkey would have seen a Palestinian man assassi-
nate former Jerusalem  mayor Nir Barkat. The would-be perpetrator,
Adham Muselmani, was later arrested by the Israeli Security Agency, or
Shin Bet.

In response to The Telegraph report, Barkat called on the United States
to sanction Turkey, calling it a “terror-supporting regime just like Iran.”

According to a German government document that was leaked to the
media in 2016, Turkey has been bankrolling Hamas, which it does not
consider a terrorist group despite its classification as such by the United
States and the European Union, as well as Egypt.

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA

Author DANA MAHON


